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gather at HSU

High school students attend workshops
encouraging college attendance.
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Ad Department: 707.826.8259
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Geography students visit China
Summer trip is part of an ongoing study of
the rapidly changing geography.
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Without certification, organic coffee would not exist. Organic coffee produces less yield per acre than commercial coffee, and consumes more time

and labor. The certification process is also long, complicated and expensive.
But, without organic certification, the small farmers who grow organic coffee
would never get paid for their efforts. Furthermore, certification is the only
way to defend the meaning of the term “organic” in the marketplace.

Anyone

can say that their coffee is organic, but certification is the only way to guaranThat's why we are happy to submit to the audits and on-site inspections of
Quality Assurance International — and proud that we are one of the few
certified organic coffee roasters in the country.
To find out more, visit www.sacred-grounds.com

NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS AT WINDOWS CAFE

NT hee Neten

tee that the coffee we sell is exactly what we say it is — 100% organic.

“J See!

‘+

Mailing address: NHE #6, Arcata, CA 96521

org

BY AMANDA Pa

E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu

Web site: www.thejack.org
Subscriptions: $7/semester, $14/year
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Dupris — the suit alleges racial, national
origin and color discrimination, retalia-

tors filed suit against HSU and

Because of the conspiracy claim, many

the CSU system for discrimina-

yet unnamed people may later be charged.

tion.

The suit stems from the instructors’

Instructors Joseph Dupris
and Kathleen Hill were told in

belief that they would retain their copy-

°
rights while working with the W.K.
InKellogg Foundation on the American
hs
mont
dian Civics Project in 1998, just.

late October that they would

not be appointed to their sixth
years as professors, which they

before the NAS department split from the

say is unusual because it’s the

ethnic studies department. .

year before instructors are.
giventenure.
“It’s very

publication.

“We were partially replaced by students

said.
... to write curriculum,” Giovannetti
stuff we
“Students were hired to do the
said, “and
should have been doing,” Hill
ts. ... We
of course, they were our studen

‘ don’t Wish the students any

dents.need jobs, you know.”

.
seldom

it

that

would ever occur,” Dupris said.

twoBae
oKevi
prsy

hleen Hill, and NAS .
eph Dupris (left) and Kat
Assistant professors Josnet
among others
ti filed a lawsuit against HSU,

- chairman Joseph Glovan
ited HSU, that they would retain rights to
Dupris said other faculty members were

that said
they wrote a memo to Risling
ts to the
they would not relinquish righ
asing it for
work but would consider rele

recom-

not

were

mended for reappointment, and
three of the four total instruc-

tion and conspiracy by administrators at
HSU, the HSU Foundation and the CSU.

n we
consider taking that off. ... So whe
t) ...
decided not to (remove the copyrigh
ect.”
Dr Hill and I were fired from the proj
rewere
Giovannetti and Hill said they
after
moved from the project that May 7

instructors in the de-

partment

“At its core, this is a personnel matter,
and, as such, it requires that it be handled

s
given their tasks as well, and opportunitie
—
for trips to conferences and to publish
things they expected when hired.
Dupris was removed from the project in
August 1999, after he requested his CFA
representative be present at proceedings
about his role in the project.
He said Risling and a co-director, Carlton
and Victor Golla—then NAS chairman —
met without him after his request, and
Golla informed him thereafter that he was
terminated from the project for insubordi-

with utmost respect to individuals’ rights
to confidentiality, thus it would be inap|
priate to comment on it.

“It'is also a matter currently under conre
sideration in federal court, and to ensu

that it is given every chance for a fair out-

risk con“come, it would be inappropriate to

pubtaminating the legal process with with
its
old
lic comments. ... Thus HSU will uph

confidenobligation to keep such matters
tial,” Kearns wrote.
is not to
Carlton said the college’s policy
gation, but
discuss personnel matters or liti

nation.
Giovannetti said the three were the only
who
American Indian faculty members
.
worked on the project.

is “esshe said being named in this lawsuit
so
pecially
deeply ...
sad to see
Neither

Allison Bronkall, the administrative sup-

said the
port assistant in McCrone’s office,

he
president could not comment because
traveled out of state.
Kearns, director of pntil because stu” ° However, Sean
wide hive-matl?

eal attuhdeation,
versity’ con

ALLE

Te

os aaiacemmennnennets

unpleasant because I care
y
about this department. I’m ver
”
it, on my watch, not work out.
s
Reed nor Risling returned call

to The Lumberjack by press time.
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Neither

Carlton

nor

the

CAHSS Personnel Committee
recommended reappointment |
for the two.
However, the NAS Personnel
Committee submitted a posi-

tive recommendation for their
reappointment, and Hill and

Dupris said they have countless, positive student evaluations and letters to their credit.:
Carlton said she cannot com:
ment on personne! issues, but

she

said

department

the

“should be the main identity of
the college and perhaps the. university.”
The future of the department

is “not uncertain at all, as long

as I have any influence or leadership,” she said.
Carlton said there are instructors in the English, philosophy and archaeology deeee
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partment and major in the CSU
system is hampered by politics
and litigation.

©
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Atany rate, the only NAS de-

tant professors Kathleen Hill and Joseph

ted it,” he said. “Then
“We
ld
we were asked by (Risling) if we wou

|

_

stripped and reclassified.

velopment.

ee

ta

saying they may be terminated
and the program may be

the HSU Center for Indian Community De-

ting such work in January and April 1999,
he said, they were told by Risling that HSU,
the HSU Foundation and the center would
retain those rights.

5

oe La

Social Sciences.
Several instructors disagree,

the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences; and Leis Risling, director of

ittheir “original curriculum.” After subm

—

mee

se
=

not be its dismantling, said
Karen Carlton, dean of the College of Arts, Humanities and

lor Charles Reed; Dean Karen Carlton of

The civics project was intended to develop curriculum for NAS classes for
an
other schools and was funded through
$800,000 grant from the foundation.
Giovannetti said he and the other inn
structors were told in April 1998, whe
visKellogg Foundation representatives

an

ies department will

a

chairman Joseph Giovannetti and assis

stud-

tive American

Those already named in the suit include
President Alistair McCrone; CSU Chancel- »

Filed in federal court on Sept. 12 by NAS

rome:

he future of the Na-

any others will potentially be
named in the lawsuit three
'
Native American studies instructors brought against HSU and the
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Lawsuit alleges racial, national origin

CSU system.
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go be environmentally
scious elsewhere.

to Redwood and Sunset Halls
for a verbal disturbance report.
Officers counseled an intoxicated resident who was advised
to stay in his room. Friends
agreed to stay with him.

and
embers.together to share expertise
insight into issued of service and social:change

8:35 a.m. A letter of vulgar

con-

man in the women’s locker
room in Forbes Complex. He left
when asked and was gone on an
officer’s arrival. :

keys and
ets, was
Tan Oak
be just a

to the report of someone passed
out in the “J,” but the person

had regained consciousness by
the time officers arrived.

9:12 a.m. Officers took a re-

Sign up at Y.E.S. Hs 91, 826-4963

vulgar contents from an upset

mined

alumnus to the Feuerwerker
House.

bance.

11:28 a.m. A stop sign was
reported stolen from the east
side of the Jolly Giant Com. mons. Plant Operations will

there was

no distur-

Tuesday, Nov. 13
8:32 a.m. The Maple Hall door
lock showed signs of tampering
and appeared to be broken.
1:02 p.m. Officers assisted

replace it.

APD in locating three people

1:15 p.m. Of- - near the North Campus Apart-

ficers advised

ments reportedly carrying bags

the driver of a

of marijuana. But they were unsuccessful.

university vehicle and his
supervisor of
a complaint
that he was
driving reck-

2:05 p.m. A sexual battery
case was initiated in the Canyon residence halls.

3:25 p.m. A bicyclist on B

Live the Dream’

i

This Week:

ALL RODS & REELS
With coupon. Offer exp. 11/29/01

OPEN 7 DAYS
TRINIDAD SHOPPING CENTER
CIOT). 677-308...
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This Semester:

20% OFF

Street lost con-

trol of his
bike.
was
He
not injured,
but there

Local Froduc7s * Clo ro, Specialty items
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Wednesday, Nov. 14
9:17 a.m. Officers responded
to Redwood Manor to take possession of a marijuana pipe
found by Housing and Dining
Services.
The pipe was confiscated
and slated for destruction.

5:31 p.m. Officers responded

port on an e-mail containing

SALTY’S _
“sue N TACKLE’

marijuana was confiscated
from two people outside the
- Canyon residence halls.

a phone in the pockreported stolen from
Hall. It turned out to
prank.

Monday, February 18, 2002

4 Unit Available - LEAD 380 e Fee: $15.00

11:13 p.m. A small amount of

3:23 p.m. A black robe, with

9:44 p.m. Someone reported a
possible disturbance between
five males in The Depot.
Officers responded and deter-

Griffith Hall office.

picked up.”

3:20 p.m. Someone reported a

nature was found in a Harry

Registration Deadline:

found in a lost wallet turned
into UPD. The owner was
warned when the wallet was

\3

3:44 p.m. Someone in The Depot reported water being
poured down the caller’s back.
Officers were unable to locate
the water pourer.
8:19 p.m.

A woman

was ar:

rested on suspicion of public.
drunkenness on L.K. Wood
Boulevard.
She. was transported, booked.
and lodged at the Humboldt

County Correctional Facility.
11:03 p.m. Officers responded
to the report of two Frisbee
golf players with bad aim strik-

ing Science A.
The players were sent on .
their way. °

_ Thursday, Nov. 15
2:38 a.m. Officers arresteda

man for allegedly driving under the influence of alcohol at
Ninth and G streets.
He was transported, booked
and lodged at the Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

11 a.m. A loose dog outside of
Student Business Services was

detained.
The owner was contacted,

and the animal was released to _
the owner along with a warning.
11:14 a.m. Two vehicles illegally parked in the Harry
Griffith Hall parking lot were
cited.
12:07 p.m. A request for a
Spanish translator at a motor

see UPD, page 7

fit
=
«=
fr
i

floor of the Jolly Giant Commons during a disturbance.

was

a

Creekview parking lot bins to

1:53 a.m. Officers responded

7:28 p.m. Marijuana

student dumping recyclables in

Midnight: A window was reported broken on the third

a

1:40 p.m. Officers told a non-

12:01 a.m. A concerned person reported howling dogs
locked in a camper in the Gist
Hall staff lot.
.
An officer responded but determined the dogs were not in
distress. .

ts, faculty, and community

shrubbery.

ae

was minor damageto some

lessly on Highway 101.
Monday, Nov. 12

fF

PD clips

rte
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he
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Lawsuit: HSU unable to comment

Opportunity

’ Commission in March 2000.

Dupris said that after the
EEOC grievance was filed, the
retaliation began to occur. He

said he was investigated for alleged workplace violence.
“When we first filed the
EEOC charges, the CSU system
- received a letter that it was not

“But if you hold these letters,
they become a separate file on
someone,” he said. “Like a seécret file. And then you can’t respond to them. So they pull

.
ye
Ce

oe
Maes

iraeENEas

ee
a

FE

Since 2001.

them out whenever they find (a
reason).”

:

‘Dupris said his request for
the letters’ removal was denied.

Hill said the suit was filed on

to retaliate,” Hill said. “It was

the final day of the deadline.

after we filed these charges that
they trumped up these workplace violence charges against
‘(Dupris).”

“If we hadn’t filed in September, we would lose our legal

They said negative letters
about them were withheld un-

Every Monday Night

‘ able amount of time.

Pare

Employment

* Closing Down
The Depot 'Bar'

mg gt eg Nal 8 200
am ttSee

ber 1999 and the federal Equal

The Lumberjack:

motion files are closed, he said,
normally what would happen is
the dean gets it and tells the faculty member it will go in the
personnel file, within a reason-

oy
2 ng Ri a By:

° Conrmuen From PAGES
ti
The suit comes in the wake
of grievances filed by the instructors through the CFA and
the HSU Foundation in Septem-

right to do so,” she said. “We
filed on the last day. We were
open to discussion, our attorneys were open to discussion.

They said they wanted to talk,

til the grievance was filed.
“After we’re notified that

they’re going to put something
in our file, we have a right to

rebut that or answer it,” Dupris

Fania Davis, younger sister of

said.
“But the problem with these
letters is that they’ve been held
up to... seven months, without
us ever knowing about their existence.”

Angela Davis, a civil rights ac-

After rentention/tenure pro-

eu

but they didn’t get back to-our
attorneys.”
The three are represented by

tivist, and Darry] Parker of the

law firm Moore and Moore, in
Oakland. Giovannetti said the
firm won $600,000 for a Cal

State Hayward instructor with

KAYAKS
& CANOES

a similar case last year.

resTina, TimeLy courses

LOOKING FOr

For SPriNG Semester?

@ Learn

TO

aND

SHOOT

JMC 156 - Video Production
TR 1400-1520 (23742)

|

| JMC 116 - Intro to Mass Communication

JMC 336 - Public Affairs Video Production

MWEF 1100-1150 (22704)
_ JMC 328 - Law of Mass Communication
MWF 900-950 (22724)

JMC 490 - TV News Workshop
TR 1700-1850 (22730)

TR 1700-1850 (22726)

l
Communication
Mass iona
| JMC 330 -Internat
_ TR 1400-1520 (22744)

© Upper-division G.Ed., Areas C & D (CWT):

JMC 309 - Analyzing Mass Media Messages
TR 930-1050 (22718)

Upper-division G.Ed., Area C:
_ JMC 302 - Mass Media and Popular Arts
TR 1230-1350 (22716)

+H social apvocacy anbD
| JMC 323 - Intro to Public Relations
MWF

1000-1050 (22720)

-B sTupenr-run rapio station,
_KPFH-AMm (WWW.KIFH.Ne@T):

_ JMC 155/355 - KRFH Workshop
W

1700 - 1820 (22712/22728)

:

DESKTOP PUBLISHING, PHOTOJournalism anD MULTI-MeDIa:
JMC 134 TR
JMC 150 TR
JMC 490 -

Photojournalism and Photoshop
1100-1250 (22706)
Desktop Publishing
930-1050 (22713)
Digital Audio Techniques

MW

1500-1620 (23275)

HB Lear CLear, CONCISE,
crearive WIiTiIne anD eDiTiINna:
JMC 120 - Beginning Reporting

MWF 900-950 (22705).

JMC 490 - Travel Writing/Ethnography
TR 1400-1520 (23273)

JMC 490 - Science & Medical Writing
1400-1450 (24315)

' JMC 154 - Radio Production
MWF

1000-1050 (22707)
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American Indian

Motivation Day

Won en’s Studies
480: Race,

Gender & US Law (4)

Education for Action (3)

|

%

How are race, gender and sexuality constructed and

pon

maatlseedagan

om cor

Umm

cag

nna

j

?

nome

vm

ov Uiarean Sumeuas

and
This course aims to strengthen organizational

ee

activist skill, en

i

LUMBERJACK STAFF

W 1600-1750

Instructor: oe

F

ore than 250 stuthe Van Duzer
Theatre for the 27th annual
American Indian College Motivation Day on Nov. 15.

Special 1-unit

Sokaniie- Chenriee Acciaaah
TR 1530-1650

NEWIWS 480:
Queer Wom en’s Studies (4)

.courses:
NEW! WS 480: Perspectives
—
on Women in Islam (1)

,

A course that focuses on lesbian, bisexual and

American

-

introduction to the diversity of ways that

women

filiations are represented with
about 200 students from 30
schools throughout Northern

experience and interpret Islam: from Islamic feminisms
to Islamic fundamentalisms,
and from Islam in the
Middle-East
to Asia. There will be a panel of speakers and

development,
queer womens sexuality, love relationships,
family models, and health issues for sexual minority women.

intersection of race, gender, and

ces
Instructor: Melinda Myers F 1400-1650

Instructor: as Williams, |’
19 April 1800-2050; 20 April 0900-1450

WS 480:Women Writing Nature (4)

|

—

understand the ways in which women writers are

The North Coast Education Summit takes place
Wabeuery 8-9 at HSU and will include workshop tracks on

community organizing to Native American education; reading

pata
:

WS 480/ES 336/Engl 336:

January - 13 February, W 1800-1

|

7

|

WS 480: Take Back the Night (1)

Black Feminist Writers (3)

. Receive credit for attending the week
of events around Take Back the Night.

From anti-slavery activists ta contemporary novelists, poets and
feminists have challenged
social critics, African-American
dominant structures, analyzed intersections of race, class, gender

WS 480: Coordinate
Take Back the Night (1)

and sexuality, and questioned omissions of (white) feminism and
(male) nationalism. We'll discuss Jacobs, Truth, Lorde, hooks,

Angelou, Walker, Morrison, Jordan, and others.
Instructor: Christina Accomando, TR 1230-1350

Help to coordinate the events for Take Back the Night. |

NEW! WS/SOC 319:
Seoleay of Family Violence (4)

Write, edit, and produce Humboldt's feminist magazine

WS 480: Matrix Production (1)

This course examines relationships of family violence and its
cultural
impact on children, adults, elders, animals and commu-

WS 480: Diversity Conference (1)
Receive credit for attending the weekend
Diversity Conference, March 1-2.

nity. There will be a focus on self and group efficacy.

Instructor:
Sheri Johnson, TR 1530-1650

Take

t jour

a

Cl

Sia Wome i) Ss elit

Indian Heritage

Month and when high school
seniors are applying for college.

parents, tribal leaders and students, alarmed at the low enrollment of Native American
students, rallied the HSU administration
to give more effort
in assisting Native American
youth.

MBA

graduate

student

Adrienne Colegrove-Raymond,
coordinator for the event and
_student service coordinator for

the Student Academic Services
Outreach Program, said that
Humboldt County traditionally
held the highest enrollment of
Native Americans in the state.
HSU was not reflective
of the
population.
A meeting was. held with

President Alistair McCrone.
Concerned.

members

de-

manded that the university dis-

tribute a portion of its re-

ws 106: introdietion to Women’s Studies - GE bine D

WS.107: Women, Culture, History -GEAreaC

|

WS/ES 108: Power/Privilege: Gender & Race, Class, Sex - GE Area D, DCG

You

Studies
inWoinen’'s
Major
Can
Berry
or call Kim
Catalogue

through
826-4925

Int:
for

sources to the recruitment of
Native American students, she
said.
An assortment of workshops

were offered for high school

WS 303:Third World Women’s Movements - GE Area D

students according
to grade levels.
isSciplin

more

ae

Studie:

information

~

group of concerned educators,

sad Mion

hn eral

American

The history of the event
dates back to 1974 — when a

_ topics ranging from multicultural education to alternative education;

Instructor: Stephany Borges, MWF 1100-1150

Outreach Program.

celebrated during National

Summit (1) |

redefining “woman” and “nature,”
we will acquaint
ourselves with some of the cultural and historical forces they are
working within and against.

California, according to a press
release from Student Services

Motivation Day on Nov. 15 is

NEW! WS 480/EDUC 380:
Attending Major Education

keen om meamnnnianenens es tiny chellenge.oppostionss
of culture/nature, man/woman,
,reason/
intuition, and human/animal. In our attempt to

Indian College

Motivation Day is held each fall
at HSU.
Normally about 30 tribal af-

This weekend seminar will provide students with an

transgendered
womens lives, voices, and experiences.
Learn about the research on sexual minority identity

;

dents packed into

|

7

eugenics, birth conto, ame sex mariage,

Throughout we wil analy

‘enroliment

"WS 480/EDUC 380:

SS

NEW!WS/ES

Seniors, for example, had a
workshop on how to pay for
education conducted by finan-

see Motivation, page 9

|

CAMPUS +7
s, strange behavior run amuck on campus:
UPD: Fire alarms, loose dogs, bongs, pipe s, drunk
ed as missing
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was recovered from a Red-

vehicle accident on 10th and J
streets
was satisfied.

students had moved out. The

Housing and Dining Services

Officers located the bike, but

no man, and stored it at UPD.

1:38 p.m. Officers responded
to the reportof a man urinating in public outside the Natu-

Monday, Nov. 19
to re_11 a.m. No one cared

Canyon residence halls was activated.
Since no smoke or fire could
be located, officers guessed the
alarm was accidentally struck
and set off.

Sunday, Nov. 18
4:08 p.m. Officers were unable to located someone reportedly looking in windows in the
Hill Quad.

6:31 p.m. Officers contacted a
drunk Redwood/Sunset Hall
resident. Living-group advisers

9:50 p.m. A ‘iia alienthd man
in multicolored pants, a backward green baseball cap carry-

.

6:56 p.m. A bong was confiscated :from Redwood Manor

and slated for destruction.

ing a flashlight was

1:29 p.m, A marijuana pipe
was confiscated from Red-

til a passerby tripped and fell.
The injured party received
treatment at the health center,
and was referred to the risk
manager. The downed fence

wood/Sunset halls and is slated

the Student Health Center un-

was removed.

11:38 a.m. Officers contacted
a student going through recycling bins on campus

11:22 p.m.. UPD backed APD
with the report of a loud party
at the Campus Apartments.

Friday, Nov. 16
1:47 a.m. Aman

near

Nelson Hall.

Officers learned tabs from

acting

strangely and inquiring about

aluminum cans were being col-

adrink of water outside the
brary.
Officers contacted the man

contact Plant Operations and

lected for a school project.
The student was advised to

who said he was waiting for a
friend to pick him up in Li7:09 p.m. A parking disagreethis was conment in the Creekview parking - brary Circle. And
firmed when the officer saw
lot was resolved by an officer.
him get picked up.
7:12 p.m. Another bong was
confiscated from Redwood
Manor and slated for destruction.

two men ina physical fight onthe west side of the footbridge
near G Street.
The men were artected for
suspicion of public drunkenness and transported, booked
and lodged at the Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

‘move the fence down outside

the tation.

5:50 p.m. A fire alarm in

9 eee reer

bike.

Saturday, Nov. 17

ral History Museum. The percison was issued a trespassing

was notified.

SS

a front tooth, dressed‘in black,
and riding a red-and-white

keg was from out of the area.

for trespassing.

will handle the matter.

He was describ

wood/Sunset Hall room after

3:53 p.m. An unregistered
guest to Redwood and Sunset —
halls was contacted and cited

The Lumberjack

re
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‘

locked Harry Griffith Hall of-

fice had been rearranged and
gone through.

Thursday, Nov. 21
2:07 a.m. Officers observed

ing unintelligible sounds in the
,
Hill Gazebo.

barricade near the Library

stolen.

9:14a.m. Someone reported a

edly acting strangely and mak-

_2:47 p.m. The stop sign placed

5:57 p.m. Someone reported
finding numerous beer cans in

Tuesday, Nov. 20

10:40 p.m. A man was report-

Saturday, Nov. 23
4:20 a.m. Officers issued a citation for camping on campus
in the Gist Hall staff parking
lot.

ona

room.

logged into UPD property.

Friday, Nov. 22
5:23 a.m. If you request access to a residence hall room
and you do not live there, officers will not let you in.

obtain written permission.

a Harry Griffith Hall class-

9:20 p.m. Various coins were
collected from the ground outside of Founders Hall and

for destruction.

on Laurel Drive was reported

6:10 p.m. A man in the bushes

' near the Library was reportedly attempting to make verbal
conversation with passers-by.
The man was contacted by of-

ficers and advised how to prop-

erly approach individuals for
conversation.

10:45 p.m. Officers permanently restricted someone from

was arrested

on suspicion of drunken driving on California Avenue.
He was transported, booked
and lodged at the Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.
10:18 a.m. Officers made con-

tact with people involved in a
physical altercation in the Jolly
Giant Lot.

10:55 a.m. Officers, engineers
and the Arcata Volunteer Fire

‘Department responded to an
activated fire alarm in the Library.

There were no signs of
smoke. The cause of the activation was unknown.

rwurspay — Frioay — SATURDAY
1034 6 Street » Arcata
822>1927
516 F Street » Eurex
268>8082

11:30 a.m. Two loose malamutes outside of Student Business Services were turned over
to Arcata Animal Control.

1:31 p.m. Officers were unable to locate the white van allegedly taking up two spaces in
the Library parking lot.
4:30 p.m. A small, empty keg

!
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|

BACKPACKS
BIKES
Beinn

Halls.
Sunset d
and oo
Redw
Sunday, Nov. 24

Can- _
son
4:37 a.m. A pernear

yon residence halls was issued
a notice to appear for possessing less than.an ounce of marijuana.
The person was also'advised
of camping regulations.
6:50 p.m. A pit bull running
in arid out of the Library was
detained by an officer until the
owner was contacted and
:
picked up the dog.

7:22 p.m. A pedestrian on L.K.
Wood Boulevard with an open
container of alcohol was advised of campus regulations
and city ordinances against it.
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tory holds a series of forums on
community response to terror-

ism starting today.
From 7 to 9 p.m., community

“Education, Education and

More Education — Using Education to Combat Terrorism”

acts of. terrorism and violence.
There will be several speakincluding history, political science,
religious
studies,

Town, is open Tuesday through
Saturday from noon to 5 p.m.
Admission is free. For more information, call 443-6363 or email jab9@humboldt.edu.

Humanities and the Community Advisory Board for the
College of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences.
For more information, con-

©
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(NEW PH.D. IN MATH EDUCATION!
information
|

Sessions

Dec. 3rd

4pm

the intellectual and physical communties it

Nov. 27th .4:30pm

Dec. 13th

- As one of the top-ranked
schools in the
country, we are a model of how a
can contribute
to both
researchun

6pm

Ee te nay Aaah ade

Hee

.D ,

3pm

Contact
us
or
apply
on-line
www.gseis.ucia. edu/un ts/oss
1009 Moore Hall

BOX 95152:

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1521

(310) 825-8326
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degrees 3 uch as M. AM Ed, MLIS,
ML

‘Teacher
Ed. Program
Nov. the

:

:

serves.

RSVP by calling 310-825-8326
Please

Nov. 28th oo

ft you believe in the power of learning
and information in our rapidly changing
society, a career in educationor
information studies may be the right
investment for your future.

.. as

wellasa.

Credential through our

ucation Program.

To learn more about what our programe

[ave offer plgnse attend
one of ou
pine

pene
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quality and merit.

The First Street Gallery, at
422 First St., in Eureka’s Old

The project is sponsored by

IN STUDENT

‘The selected artworks were
chosen by instructors based on

p.m.

women’s studies, nursing and

the California Council for the

COUNSELING

g0l@-

A reception for students and
Arts Alive in Eureka will be
held on Saturday from 6 to 9

ers from various departments,

Anthrax” in the Veteran’s Memorial Building in Arcata.
On Dec. 19, the forum’s topic

@

4788
or
e-mail
humboldt.edu.

Holiday exhibition

terrorism and different ways
communities can respond to

geography.

Global Conflict.”
The event will
be held at the Arcata Commu-

ll

‘will be discussed on Jan. 22
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the
full of student art
Arcata Community Center.
Art by more than 60 art stuThe purpose is to further
dents, representing diverse
community members’ educastyles and media, will be showtion concerning the terrorist
cased at the First Street
attack of Sept. 11, the ensuing
Gallery’s annual Student HoliWar on Terrorism and various ©
day Exhibition until Dec. 22.
‘sub-topics, including bio-

members are invited to Forum
No. 1: “Attacks, Anxiety and.

will be “Geography, God and

le

PF 3ONZIOS

The HSU department of his-

os ene”

ZALLVUVdNOD

HSU holds forums
on terrorism

Reaieok- ong * adams

NVEYUN Ie NOLLVONGS

against HSU concerning the
planned Behavioral and Social
Sciences building.
The council is appealing a
court ruling denying a full environmental-impact study on
the five-story building.

wen

SNMOOHSS

The Arcata City Council
voted 5-0 to proceed with its suit

The Lumbreck

tact Gayle Olson-Raymer
at 826-

nity Center from 7 to 9 p.m.

City continues suit
against BSS plan
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© Continued From PAGE 6

cial aid representatives.
Another workshop for seniors was given by Jaequelyn

and admissions counselors.

Davis, on how to capture the
attention of colleges. _
Irene Federicks was the
guest speaker at the event.
Federicks has worked in the
motion picture industry for

Motivation Day were HSU, UC

Ross, a counselor from UC

more than 20 years as an ac-

tress, costume designer, director and producer. .
She spoke on following one’s
dreams and having the confidence in one’s self to begin the

road to college.

“Tell yourself: I can be who-

S

=
This monk

‘PHOTO COURTESY
rten in Tibet.
cares for the remains of Gyang Cho

Natuanie: Vavann Katso

Students document China, Tibet
sy

Amanna

ing constructed and rebuilt,”
said Lisa Baughn, geography
senior and part of the group.
The Chinese government

Aten

LUMBERJACK STAFF
SU welcomed back a
lecturer and 14 students after they ex-

pays for it all, she said. This allows the transportation of
goods and people to be more ef:
ficient.

plored the most remote areas of
China and Tibet during sum-

“The Chinese railway system
and new bus routes have made

:

mer 2001.

‘For five weeks, geography

lecturer Tony

trayel quicker and easier for

Rossi led stu-

pilgrims,” Baughn

. Buddhist

dents from Beijing to Lhatse,
Tibet — passing through Xian,

said.

China is changing very rap-

northwest China, Lhasa and

idly, Rossi said. Landmarks

Shigatse.
“It’s the land in between that
is the real mystery,” Rossi said.
“The two points (Beijing and
_ Lhatse) are just the beginning
and the end.”
roamed
travelers
The
through 4,000 miles of land at
elevations as high as 10,000 feet

have

because

disappeared

China is going through a
growth period. Five-hundredyear-old neighborhoods are being knocked down in Beijing to
build condos.
“It’s not so much an urgency,
but a motivation to study these
places because the world is
changing so rapidly,” Rossi

above sea level for three weeks,
he said. Students wrote field

said.
notes, recorded satellite Global
Tibet is becoming more ChiPositioning System readings
nese as China is becoming more
digital photos
took
and
global and more Westernized,
throughout the trip.
he said.
The students were able to use .
The summer 2002 students
last year’s students’ records,
will study remote areas in
photographs and journals to
southwest China and southeastobserve the changes that ocern Tibet, where all the great
curred in China during the
rivers of Asia meet, Rossi said.
beginyear, Rossi said. China is
These canyons the students
ning to construct a railroad
will study are among the last
from Golmud to Lhatse, which
remote areas in the region,
is expected to be finished in
Rossi said. However, it will not
2007.
ain the same for very long
saw survey stakes all the rem
“We
because the Chinese governway to Lhasa,” Rossi said. “It
e
because of the arrival of mor
ic
outside people, econom

change and the inevitable cultural change.

Rossi said change is evident

t
in Lhasa, once one of the mos
remote cities in the world.

hanging out with Buddhist

are be
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Colleges represented at the

Berkeley, Cal State Fullerton, |
UC Davis, UC Santa Cruz,
Southern Oregon University,

Santa Rosa Junior College,

Shasta College and College of ~
the Redwoods.
Instant admission to HSU .
was offered to interested stu‘dents by the enrollment management staff through this program.
j
- Colegrove-Raymond said
groups throughout campus

ever I want to be, and walk with
a big smile standing up tall and

contribute staff time and energy in the formation of a planning meeting and assistance at

~am,’” she said to the students

the event.
This year, contributors included the Center for Indian
Development;
Community

straight and say, ‘I am who I
at the event.

She went on to speak about
her past, and starting out in the
film industry.
She said there were doors

some that

opened to her and
glorify Tibet and condemn all
were not.
Chinese,” Baughn said.
“It’s hard work, and that is a
The China and Tibet dithing because to work for
lemma is very complex, she © good
what you get is a reward and a
said. The issues are not black
hardship all in one,” she said
and white.
At the end of the day, the stuChina governed Tibet until
the dynasty collapsed in 1911,

Educational Opportunity Program Services; Indian Natural
Resources, Sciences and Engi-

neering

Program;

sonnel

Program;

MultiCultural Center.

people felt was historically

theirs. The Tibetans were
shocked to have China reassert
itself following 40 years of iso-

lation, he said.

When China reclaimed Tibet,
it appeared to be a Chinese attack on Tibet’s culture, Rossi
a Chinese

radical movement on all traditional cultures. Not just on the
Tibetan culture.
China is no longer a faraway
place that is written about in
books; it is an experience,
Baughn said.
“The planet is huge,” Baughn
said. “No matter how much you
study before you go, there will

be things you won't understand

when you see them because we
are different from them.”
Students earn six units dur-

_ proximately $2,600:

and

the

Allhad representatives at the |
event to talk with students.

Then in 1951, China went to
reclaim what the Chinese

said. In fact, it was

Indian

Teacher and Educational Per-

allowing Tibet to govern itself,
Rossi said.

courses —
’ Geography 499. A Chinese lanclass is recommended.
ment recently announced its guage courses will focus on
These
plans to build a second railway
a’s role in Tibet and help .
Chin
said. .
he e,
ther
clarify the complexities of the
China’s economic growth has
recent political issues, Rossi
transformed the culture and
said.
lifestyle in Tibet, Baughn said.
The total cost for the course
She said she saw Muslims
and for travel expenses is aps,

will change the area forever .

roads
“All over Tibet,
Ca OAC a4

nese and¢he extremely rich living next to the extremely poor.

dents went to.the Green and
Hall
rsto
Gold Room in Founde
visit with college recruiters
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Dupris and Hill “would not

be replaced,” NAS Chairman
Joseph Giovannetti said. The
three are the plaintiffs in the

Ing on (the lawsuld on building the department.”
Karen Cariton
dean,
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Stokes, vice president of aca-

demic affairs, will make a deci‘sion based upon its recommen-

dations by Feb. 11.
ethnic studies,” Dupris said.
Stokes did not return phone
calls to The Lumberjack by
He said if this happens, the
press time. Ultimately, Presiclasses will possibly fall under
world languages and culture.
. dent Alistair McCrone will
His support comes from last
summer, when he returned and

found the staff directory classified NAS under that heading.
“The issue came up again
when we tried to schedule our
classes because the computer
system had us listed as a program,” he said, rather than a
department, which has higher
priority for scheduling classrooms. —
The two appealed the college
committee’s recommendations
to the University Personnel
Committee
and Charlotte

make the final decision if another appeal is necessary.
“The decision for this process has been moved up in the
sixth year, so we’ve been
jammed for time,” Dupris said.

“That’s also in the lawsuit, that
the work conditions are extremely hostile. And this is part
‘of that hostile atmosphere.”

NAS senior Erin Mooney
said what is happening to her
instructors “is completely detrimental to the students.”
She said Hill and Dupris are
completely supportive of stu-

dents.

pus community
and still dediee
ene Serene
the field.
“We don’t think we'd ever
have this kind of student body
on another campus,”
Hill said.
“Especially
having local tribes,
having Native students,
having
non-Native students, and having the kind of energy you get

_ “Joseph and Kathy have been
when you have
phenomenal professors for ’ in the classroom
amixof Native and non-Native
me,” she said. “They changed
students.”
my education.”
People get “the dideenniey
Mooney said Hill “is a hotbed
to address things people don’t
‘of knowledge,” that she is

wanted for projects across the
United States and that students
come
to HSU specifically
for the
major.
“People come from all over
the country,”
she said. “Mostof
them are Indians, and they go
back and do good things.
“It’s a huge loss.... It’s a dis-

gusting loss, really.”
Mooney said she thinks it’s
all about politics.
“I think they knew their
rights, and when they stood up
for themselves, it didn’t sit well
with the administration,” she
said.

get
to say. People
don’t get to ask
_questions about one another or

express things, so we try to create a healthy and nonthreatening environment,” she said.
Carlton maintains support
for the program, saying she
wants to continue building it
include other departments and
do outreach with other schools.

“My goal has always been,
‘Let's get this going. Let’s make
this a rising star’ ... I'd much
rather spend all the time I’m
spending on (the lawsuit) on
—
the department,” she
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_ much rather spend all the time I’m spend-

ported by the administration,
they are heartened
by the cam-
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“One of the false assumptions is that there aren’t other
people in the university who
can participate actively in ...
helping this department grow.
(There are) other Indians, in
fact,” Carlton said.
But, the instructors say, there
has been a pattern of poor
treatment of the department
faculty by the administration
that leads them to believe differently.
Dupris, who has a Ph.D. with
a background in cross-cultural
communication and business
administration, said Carlton
and the college personnel committee chose to focus on negative letters that were withheld
from them for months — including one from a colleague of
Dupris, which he has yet to see
and has had not chance to rebut.

the department.
Dupris said he and Hill have
not been fired yet, but will be
if their appeals fail. That would
cut the department faculty by
half and limit accessibility to
classes and instructor time for
students.
“Our department
would only
have two people in it, and under the budget-cutting situation, they may eliminate the
department like they did with

The instructors
say that even

though they don’t feel sup-

isin

Let's
get this
say they fear for the future of gin Let's make this a rising star.’ Ud
Giovannetti, Dupris and Hill
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Members of the Corey Clark Coalition dance at Six River ing
on Oct. 6. The Eureka Police Department

is still investigat

Clark was killed in Eureka
wery in Eureka. The coalition was formed after
the case.
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HSU students honor memory of slain friend with an

“He was my partner,” said sociology senior Michael “Tech” Williams. “We got tight
in the last two months. It’s a trip how we

By Dania. Braine
LUMBERJACK STAFF

got cool and tragedy came up amongst us.
You know, it just tripped me out.”
After Clark’s death, students passed out
: flyers to many black men on campus calling for a meeting to discuss the tragedy of

roud and upset students formed a
,

coalition to remember slain student Corey Clark, while promot-

ing nonviolence within the community and
supporting unity in Humboldt County’s

- Clark’s death and to unify the campus black

- black community.

The Corey Clark Coalition is a student-

run group promoting education, peace, leadership and strong individuality within an
equitable, communal group.
On Oct. 6, 29-year-old Corey Clark was
shot at 3:10 a.m. ata Eureka apartment complex on K Street.
Clark, who was a sociology senior planning to graduate in May 2002, is survived
by his girlfriend, two pit bulls, his family
and many friends throughout Humboldt
County. The case is still under investigation.
“We know his death is not racially, gang
l,
or drug related,” said Detective Jeff Danie
know
Eureka Police Department. “We don’t

"4

the suspect is black or white. In fact, there

e
is no comment on a suspect, except ther

And
are numerous leads we are pursuing.
moI’m not willing to comment ona possible

tive.”

n
Keion Morgan, a social science educatio

rts.
graduate, said Clark ‘enjoyed'spo
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More than 40 men attended the first meet- 7

and debatethed fateof the groupfor
ed

‘more than three hours. The group decid

on.a title, a motto and founded a mission

4

“The entire board was filled with names

i

of' what'to call (the group) and I said, ‘How
t Clark Coalition, Triple c?”
the Corey
abou

Morgan said. “Then the door opened on its

‘own right when I said it. Everyone got quiet,
and it felt like something came in the room.

Es

Keion Morgan, Eric Colbert and

Michael “Tech” Williams, (from left)

founded the Corey Clark Coalition.
“Corey played football,” he said. “He was
a running back and an all-star wrestler in
high school. His real love was boxing. I
think he did that (sport) for himself. He was

very open and someone to be like.”

Morgan works as a program coordinator
‘
at the MultiCultural Centet.
s4@.

+ oa
ee

The spirit of Corey came into the room. We

all felt it, and we knew that it was the perfect name.”

The Triple C mission statement includes
the motto, “Am I my brother’s keeper?” and

states, “From this day forth, we all promise

to take care of one another and to stand up
for one another in ways only a brother can.”
So far, the coalition has decided to empha-
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see Triple C, page 13
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Cancer pat ient seeks new home
Housing problems threaten man’s important surgery
sv Nico.s Casey
COMMUNITY EDITOR

explosion!

illiam Harris has
been homeless be

The North Coast's spot

fore, but this time

the

kenn

for hot

dogg

mullet action!

it’s different. Harris has throat
cancer and without stable housing, he will not be able to complete his cancer treetments.
When Harris was first diag" nosed last year, he was in the

HUNAN ¢ CANTON ¢ PEKING
SZECHUAN + MANDARIN « DIM-SUM |
We have the I:

of the property is selling the
house and Harris must move.
Harris said this could not come
at a worse time because his doctor said he thinks that Harris’
cancer has progressed to his
jawbone.
Harris is scheduled to
have surgery on his jaw, but he
cannot have the surgery if he
does not have a place to recover.
Harris admits that his past
homelessness
has been a result
of his alcohol abuse, however

illness, although he does not
think his son has a concept of
death. “I just don’t want him to
think I have abandoned him
when I die,” he said.
— Before Harris moved to
Arcata 14 years ago, he worked
as a self-employed carpenter in
Washington.
He had graduated San Diego
State University with a
master’s degree in pediatric
nursing, but said he quickly
experienced professional burn-

pletely
given up drinking.
“No one thought that I would
stop drinking,” he said. “But I

out after working as a nurse for

since his diagnosis
he has com-

same predicament. However, he
was able to move into a trailer
located on St. Joseph’s Hospital
property. Harris said trailers
are provided to patients with
serious illnesses. He lived there
for three months while he received radiation and.cher 0therapy treatments.
After that, he moved into Sun
Bridge Care Center where :1e

several years..

“

“I’m asking the community

have abstained
totally — it has

to come my aid,” he said. “I am
no place in my life.”
in dire straits.”
Harris said that his sobriety
Harris said he needs to live
has made him a happier per- in aclean, quiet place, where he
son.
- can “recover with dignity.”
“I like myself much better
Last year, more than 2 milsober,”
he said. “I can pay bills,
lion people were homeless in
and I have access to my son.”
the United States according to
Harris said his 6-year-old son
the National Law Center on
is the most important
person in Homelessness and Poverty.
his life.
Harris said he can pay up to
“I want to give my son.as my ~ $400. a month for rent. —
life as possible,” Harris said.
“It would be a great ChristHarris said he has been very
mas present — simple houshonest with his son about his
ing,” he said.

lived for another
three months.
Then he began looking for a
permanent residence. A friend
told Mim about a room for rent
in Arcata and he has been living there ever since.
However,
as of Dec.
8, he will
be homeless again. The owner

r= ae
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‘Triple C:Friends of slain HSU student form coalition to promote nonviolence in the community
¢ Conrmuen From pace 11

size the principles of unity,

leadership, education, nonviolence and community involvement.

The total black student
population on campus is 183
people, comprising 2.5 percent
of the entire student population.

“I want to establish a place
- for new black men who come
up here,” Williams said. “I
came up here. I was looking
around
for
anybody.
...
Now,
(new
students)

alize this is not a joke,” Morgan
—
withina stronger brotherhood.” said.
The founding members want.
On Nov. 2 at Six Rivers Brewto
see Triple C become a great
ery in McKinleyville
and Nov.9 |
student organization and inat the Brewery’s Eureka location, the coalition held nights of spire other campus groups to
dancing and hip-hop as alterna- strive forward in a positive direction.
tives to violence. The first Triple
“When you ‘think about
C event filled the brewery to its

you're

a strong

capacity. It was a night that

healed

many

looking

see

some

brothers that
have got their

stuff together
.

and

they

could be a
part of something.”

upon Humboldt.
“It was just

organization for this
campus,
but we
needed something
else, especially for
the brothers here
who may feel like
they’re lost.”
_Kelion Morgan

.

program coordinator,

The Black
Student
Union
has

MultiCultural Center

been active on
campus since 1991, yet the coa-

psychological

wounds Clark’s death inflicted

“BSU is a very good

come up here

individual

like, ‘Wow!’
We took away
every crowd
that was
in the
area,”
Morgan
said.

“They was in
McKinleyville
on top of the
hill doing the
real deal, you
know what I
mean?”
The second

event

sym-

they

area organineeded a stronger

Eureka to show they were not

members

feel

zation.

“BSU is a very good organi- gation for this campus but we

needed something else, espe-

~ cially for the brothers here

who may feel like they’re lost,”
Morgan said. “(The coalition)
is for those who need academic
advice from their elderly
peers. It’s someone they can
call. ”

Triple C will also establish
mentor programs to encourage and provide support for
students and to emphasize the goal of obtaining
a degree.
“Everyone is going to basically just unify in one way bethat
cause it’s all about getting
degree,” Morgan said. “I've got
for yme,
(my degree). And luck

I’m back here working. Now I

help otherestuhave achtoanc
dents.”
Since the coalition was
founded in the aftermath of an
act of violence, members are
proud of the group’s anti-violent sentiment.
“Joining the coalition is telling yourself, ‘I’m gonna be
down with my brother,’” Willjams said. “‘I’m not gonna be

against my brother. I’m not going to talk bad about him, fight
with him, fight with my brothers.’ When you come to the coa-

lition, you’re proving that

about all these different orga-

to solve his murder and bring
closure
to
his friends

and family.

my

man’s spirit
is not rested
until justice

My man’s spirit is not rested until justice Is
made.”

is
made.”
Williams

Michael Williams
sociology ee

said. “I want
to stress that
- we need to stay on the police de-

partment. This isn’t to be ignored. I feel they will get to the

nizations,” Morgan said. And
it’s just like, how come we don’t

bottom of it; I just want them

have something like that here
at (HSU)?”

The coalition also stresses

“I mean true, we may seem

like the school in the area is a
step behind,” he said. “So how
come we can’t make a step for-

ward?”

.

The
community
Clark
touched during his life is healing from its grief. However,
some feel the Eureka Police De-

“Violence is definitely an issue that is global— looking at
Afghanistan right now,” he
said. “But
‘people

to get to the bottom of it.”
the importance of choosing
education over violence.
“Take time out to realize
that
when you're using violence

you’re hurting someone and a
lot of people,” Morgan said.
“You know, when you kill someone, you’re not only killing a
person. You're —
munity.

a com-

main thing we're trying to do is
just live our lives, be happy and-

just move on.”

SAVE LIVES. STOP DRUGS.
PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT.

students and community members.

A majority of the coalition’s
founding members are seniors

who will graduate and possibly
leave the area in the next year.

The future of the coalition will
be entrusted to its members.
“I hope that the brothers who

are a partof this now, and the
a part
brothers who will become
recome...
to
of this in the days

The Coast Guard is looking for men or
women, aged 17-27, for rewarding jobs
that matter. You can save lives.
Protect the environment
and stop

drugs. To learn more about us
coll: 1-877-NOW-USCG or visit
us at: gocoastguard.com.

realize
what
you’re doing. You’re
not
just

to speak with Detective Daniel.

“It’s like, ‘Oh well, you guys
bring the violence here,’” he

said. “No, we don’t. We don’t
bring the guns. Violence is
within the community just like
marijuana is within the community. The only thing we bring is
ourselves, our education and
our knowledge.”
Although the coalition has
only existed long enough to hold
two area events, it plans to integrate in the community. The
members of the coalition said
they would like to acquire a
space to hold weekly events and
provide a safe atmosphere for

lence, just

urged to call the Eureka Police
Department at 441-4060
and ask

ing negative stereotypes.

reka,” Morgan said. “But the

comvio-

tion about Clark’s murder is

afraid of Arcata’s neighboring
city and to dissipate any exist“Corey’s death really has
changed a lot of brothers and
sisters lives toward going to Eu-

who
mit

busting te. You're not just hurting the person who was victimized. But you're also hurting
yourself, educate yourself.”
Any students who would like
to participate in the Corey
Clark Coalition are invited to
attend weekly meetings at the
MultiCultural Center on Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m. For more information, call 826-3367.
Anyone with any informa-

bolically reclaimed the
‘ city
where

Clark was murdered. Coalition
members and guests danced in

lition.

strong coalitions across this
beautiful nation, you think
about the NAACP, you think
about all these high-prestige
fraternities — Stanford University, Notre Dame — you think

partment is not doing enough
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In the past month, Eureka
and Arcata have been hit by a
rash of vehicle thefts and vehicle break-ins.
The suspects
have been targeting
Ford and
Toyota sedans.
During
the course of APD’s
investigation,
possible suspects
were identified.

for Special Moments
www.countrylivingfloristandgifts.com

1-800-827-8960 © 822-8967 © 1309 H St. © Arcata
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Bouterse displayed signs of
intoxication and had report-

edly just come from the Arcata
Plaza, according to an APD
press release.

Bouterse was booked and
lodged in the Humboldt County
Correctional Facility for suspiCion of trespass, assault and

battery.
served a search warrant in the
- Additional charges related to
1800 block of California Street | the incident are pending
. in Eureka.
through the Humboldt County
District Attorney's Office.
The officers recovered a large
amount of stolen property. The
On Nov. 24, officers
from APD

property was taken to the APD.
At this time, no arrests-have
been made.
Officers are continuing to fol-

Animals provide
therapy for the sick

low-up on leads, and several
arrests are anticipated.
APD is requesting that if

two locations to share with the

The 4-H Pet Therapy Project
will be bringing its animals to

residents of Grenada Care Centeron Sunday. .
4-H will visit with its rabbits,
2428 to determine if your prop- - guinea pigs, chickens, goats,
your car was recently broken
into, contact the station at 822-

erty was recovered.

dogs and cats.
This event will give the resi-

dents a chance to connect with
these pets and gain the therapeutic effects these animals can
provide.
8

Arcata police arrest
intruder suspect
At about 2:30.a.m. on Nov. 21,
officers from APD responded to

Instruments, Electronics, Strings,
Accessories, eX eames

For more information, call .

a residence in the 300 block of

445-7351.

11th Street, on the report of an
intruder in a residence.

Mobile health clinic.

Officers were in the area

moves homebase

within minutes, however the

Mon-Sat: 10:30-5:30, Sun: Noon-4

intruder had already fled the

The Mobile Medical Office
house.
has outgrown its Blue Lake faWhile searching for the suscility and has moved its home
pect, officers were alerted toa
base and administrative ofmale attempting to break into
fices.
a nearby residence.
The new address of the facilAt a house in the 200 block of ity is 301 P St., Eureka.
11th Street, officers found a
The new telephone numbers
male attempting to force open are 443-4666 for the administrathe front door.
_ tive.office, 443-6123 for the adAfter a struggle, the suspect
ministrative fax and 445-4499
was subdued and taken into
for the medical fax. The 24-hour
custody.
medical telephone number is
He was identifiedas Willem still 443-1186.
Bouterseof Arcata.
|
- The Mobile Medical Office is
Bouterse
sutained
minor in- a nonprofit community-health
juries breaking into the resi- center on wheels serving the
dence.
homeless, rural low-income
No officers were injured
and other underserved popula-

while subduing Bouterse.

.

Investigation into these two

incidents found that Bouterse

tionsin Humboldt
Norte counties.

and Del

Listen to Taizé-style

broke into the first residence

music on Saturday

and assaulted the occupant.
‘Upon fleeing that residence,
he attempted to force his way
into the second.
He was not successful in that

The Arcata Ministerial Association invites members of the
community to an Advent Taizé

Seg

J, Jiphi

Clarke

museum

to

hold book-signing
Saturday, the Clarke Historical Museum will hold a preChristmas author signing for
its new book “Eureka and

Humboldt County, California.”
The principal authors of the
book, historian Ray Hillman
and museum curator Pam Service, will be there to sign copies between 6 and9 p.m. The book presents an overview of area history through
240 photographs from the
museum’s extensive collection.
The book is also available for
shop during regular museum:
hours 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday.
The Clarke Museum is located
at 240 E St. in Eureka. For
more information, call 443-1947.

Arcata Co-op raffles
necklace
for charity
Humboldt
Women for Shelter
has set up a raffle for a locally
made necklace at the Arcata
Co-op.
Area artist and mother,

Nube, donated the beaded necklace for the raffle to promote
peace for children
and families.
Tickets are$1 each or six for

$5 and are available at the customer-service counter at the
ArcataCo-op,

The drawing will be held on
Dec. 19 at 4 p.m. at the Arcata

Co-op.

—

All proceeds will benefit
Humboldt Women for Shelter.
Humboldt Women
for Shelter
provides emergency 24-hour
services, emergency shortterm shelter, court advocacy,
restraining orders, workshops,
children’s programs, alcohol
services, community outreach
and ongoing support programs
for Humboldt County women
and children.
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purchase at the museum’s gift

Style Musical Service on Tues-

attempt.
vel

The service
will begin
at 5:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church of
Arcata, located on the corner of
11th and G streets in Arcata.
The service is an ecumenical
community event and everyone
is welcome.
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One sample is from a second-growth forest and an-

other sample from an old growth.
The samples are taken from two creeks that have

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Many.amphibian species are declining everywhere,

as

sible for the myriad of de-

ee

that have oc-

curred.”
There are many envi-

He finds that the amphibian population, particua

ronmental hazards that

create a decline in cert-

“it looks like a healthy forest, but
jy

I’m taking a closer look at it, and T

find that the more sensitive spe”

|

cies are dying

off.

-

Don Ashton

biological science graduate student

ain species’ populations,
Howard said. These hazards can affect amphibians’

susimmune systems, causing them to become more

ceptible to numerous agents.

that
“There’s a lot of anecdotal evidence suggesting

local populations of some species may be declining,”
nt.
said Don Ashton, biological sciences graduate stude

n to
However, there is no long-term documentatio

he
scientifically support the informal observations,
most
said. Some species appear to be doing well, but
are declining.
lation
Ashton concluded that sediment accumu

night in
causes the decline. He samples two creeks a

most of their range, Ashton said. They are threatened
by gravel mining, dam construction and new predators.
“It’s pretty clear; there is a huge difference between
old growth and new growth populations,” Ashton said.

night.

. 7a

respon-

Yellow-legged frogs are also declining throughout

course of two years and is approaching his final 108th

dean of the College of Natural Resources and Sci-

= a cn adeno

Sedimentation, not temperature, is the only factor
to suppress amphibian populations in this study.

imity. He has sampled the creeks nightly during the

being documented.
“There’s no clear-cut answer,” said James Howard,
ences. “There’s noonerea-

a factor.”

the same gradient and elevation, and are close in prox-

even in Humboldt County. The, causes of the declines
are various, some causes are certain and others are

ent

linked to increases in temperature and sedimentation,” Ashton said. “This study, conducted in foggy
Humboldt County, essentially removes temperature as

the Prairie Creek and Humboldt Redwood state parks.

ALLEN

larly the tailed frog, is de-

clining in second-growth

areas because more sedi-

vnent accumulates after

_ There are fewer numbers of species and fewer numbers of individuals per species. Not all amphibian

timber harvest.

Sediment tends to fillin
the spaces between the

rocks, Ashton said. This

then decreases the am-

phibians’ and their food
- sources’ hiding places, decreasing their likelihood for
survival.
“These forests were cut 40 to 50 years ago,” Ashton
said. “I’m looking at second-growth forest that, according to the timber company, is fully recovered.” —
“It looks like a healthy forest, but I’m taking a closer
look at it, and I find that the more sensitive species
are dying off,” he said.
Logging doesn’t always create the decline, Ashton
said. It only affects the amphibians when sediment

accumulates.

.

that the declines werp
shown ch
has ar
“Previous rese

species are declining, he said.
“The Pacific tree frog (Hyla regilla) appears to be
doing very well,” Ashton said. “This is the frog you'll
hear chorusing all winter.”

Amphibians are thought to be more sensitive to en-

vironmental changes, Howard said. Amphibians are
more sensitive because most amphibian species have
a bi-phasical lifestyle, causing them to be exposed to
contaminants in both water and land.
Also, their skin acts like a “chemical sponge” because it is not covered with a protective layer, so almost anything they are exposed to goes directly

through their skin.
Amphibians can be used as bio-indicators because
they are exposed to both water-borne and land-borne
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systems, susceptibility
Amphibian:Environmental hazards affect immune parts
“Baseline datais needed on
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

contaminants, said Jamie
Bettaso, wildlife graduate student.
Bettaso tests for endocrine-

disrupting contaminants. He is
studying the northern redlegged frog (Rana aurora au-

rora), a subspecies of the California red-legged frog (Rana
aurora draytonii).

“The California red-legged
threatfrog is federally lisasted
ened,” Bettaso said.
Its subspeciés isn’t declining

at such a noticeable rate, he

Said.
_There is not enough informa-

Assistant Professor

CSU Northridge

tion to know if the local species

-

of the northern red-legged frog
is under decline, but it is in decline in the Central Valley and
south Marin County, Bettaso

said.
“I am testing male red: legged

Noon NR 101
McFennin
ay Jan wc
crap

frogs’ blood for a female protein
called vitellogenin,” he said.
“The presence of vitellogenin

exposedto estrogen-mimicking

chemicals.”
‘These chemicals may stem
from pesticide use, hormone
use in cattle, pharmaceutical
use of the pill, estrogen or water chlorination, Bettaso said.
‘The contaminants may influ-

ence male frogs’ mating behavior.
“It can suppress their urge to

poles to loose their mouth
and in the frog it causes death,
Nieto said.
In Humboldt County,

this

fungal disease is minor. But on
a world level, it’s pretty intense,
he said.
“What's interesting is it’s
showing up in areas considered

pristine,” Nieto said. _

“Some of the declines that
have been studied the most incall at breeding sites, and it
tensely have been in fairly prismay lower their reproductive
tine areas in the Rocky Mouncapabilities by lowering their
tain National Park or the high
sperm production and viabil_ Sierras of California,” Howard
ity,” Bettaso said.
The red-legged frog species is said. “These areas don’t receive
also being studied by Nathan _alot of contaminants.”
The same fungal disease was
Nieto, biological sciences
discovered in 1996 in Australia
graduate.
and Central America, Nieto
is researching a
Nieto
said. It is thought to have begun
fungal disease called chytriin North America and distribdiomycosis. This disease may
uted itself into these areas.
be present in red-legged tad“The disease caused severe
poles in the area.
declines in about 15 species in
“I haven’t found it specifiAustralia and a couple extinccally,” he said. “I’ve seen signs

of disease, but I haven’t specifi-

cally identified it.”

indicates that they have been

The disease cause the tad:

many of our local species and
one of the bests way to determine the healthof a population
is to monitor breeding success,” he said.

The forests of Humboldt

County provide refuge for more
than a dozen amphibian species, Ashton said.
“Most can be found within°
hiking distance of HSU,” he
said.

Emily isnt lazy.
She's just happy
doing nothing.

tions,” Nieto said.

Bettaso said doing field work

is important.
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big fans of theirs

DC tribute band after hearing
the line “She had the face of an
angel and the body of Venus
‘with arms” in the song “Touch
, too Much.”

Three years later, Hell’s
Belles has emerged as a scorching-hot version of the Australian band.
No

strangers

to

AC/DC,

Hell’s Belles met its predecesHell’s Belles will perform

at The Vista Sunday. Amy
Stolzenback (center) was
inspired to form the
group after listening to
the AC/DC song “Touch
too Much.”

sors after watching the Aussies
perform.
“They

invited us to come

hang out backstage when they
played at the Tacoma Dome,”

» Stolzenback said.

Steve Bohner
drummer,

The Hitch

nia,” Stolzenbach said. “Those
Northern California shows are
a lot of fun.”

Hell’s Belles became

ac-

quainted with The Hitch after
some members of the group
watched them perform in Seattle. .
“We met them in Seattle on
our last tour,” said Steve
Bohner, drummer for The
Hitch. “I think one (of them)
got a kick out of all of our
beards.”
Bohner said he is excited
about touring with Hell’s
Belles.
“It’s going to be kind of fun
playing larger venues that are
packed,” Bohner said. “Hopefully we'll be able to win some
new fans playing with them.”
- This tour will not mark the
first time the two bands have
performed together.
“The Hitch just rock,”
. Stolzenbach said. “They're one
of my favorite bands now.”

Although AC/DC did not get

“It’s mutual,” Bohner said.

achance
to see the tribute band

“We're big fans of. theirs and
they seem like met big fans of

live, a videotape of a Hell’s

. Belles performance was given

to the group.
“They e-mailed us when they

wese on their way to Vancouver,” Stolzenback said.
“They said they liked it.”
- Hell's Belles* Eureka appearence will mark the second date
a the West Coast tour
coie

aan

ours.

”

The last ines Hell’s Belles
visited Humboldt County,

members or the group stayed
with a member of The Hitch.

“We stayed up in West Haven,” Stolzenbach said. “It's a
cool vibe up there.”
Tickets to the concert on Sun-

day are'87, The show will start

avin?

’

=

tunes since it formed last year.
Amy “Angus” Stolzenbach,
said she first started thinking
about creating an all-girl AC/.

big fans of ours.”

ie

Belles has been rocking AC/DC

and they seem like

ae

ince its inception into
mainstream
rock ’n’
roll culture nearly 25
years ago, AC/DC has bom- barded the world with heavyguitar licks, shrieking vocals
‘and an attitude like none other.
This Sunday, the women of
| Hell’s Belles will recreate that
' atmosphere
when they perform
at The Vista with Mos Generator and The Hitch.
Based out of Seattle, Hell’s

PHILIPS|
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‘The Humboldt Symphony.

443-8566

to perform at Van Duzer ~
_ The HSU music department will present The
+, Huniboldt Symphony on Saturday and Sunday at

the Van Duzer Theatre.

Conducted by John Brecher, the orchestra—

28e8pme

The

Depot
wWsts

a
i

HTT tm anette

consisting of nearly 60 members — is made up of

students and community members.
The concert on. Saturday. will begin at 8 p.m.,
_ and the concert on Sunday will begin at 3 p.m.
Tickets are $6 general, $2 students and seniors

and free to HSU students.

Pete Cioti Experience
Frrol Previde

Don’t have
sex
in the dark.

ATH

STR

_

If you’re in the dark about things like safer
sex and sexually transmitted infections,

you better brighten up.

- Did you know that there are over 30 STIs?
Most are easy to treat if diagnosed early.

Six Rivers

renter arts

Planned Parenthood 442- 5709 —
2316 Harrison Ave: Butéka *****'
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The Motet will perform Friday with area group astine.

The Motet

Eclectic band visits The Depot
Shop

name to quartet or something,”

By Anos. Brockett

said drummer Dave Watts, during a phone

LUMBERJACK STAFF

This Friday, be ready to rock
to the diverse and unpredictable music of The Motet at The
Depot at 9 p.m.

The Motet was conceived on

Halloween of '98 and has been
astonishing audiences ever
‘since with its endless use of
different musical influences
and style switches.
The band rotates between
styles including New Orleans
funk, traditional Africandrum
rhythms, Latin Jazz, James
Brown funk and many others.
However, whatever style it’s

playing, one thing is constant
— the band’s ability
to move the
audience and anyone else who
happens to be listening.
Distinguished musicians —
such as Charlie Hunter, members of The James Brown
Band, Bela Fleck, Jeff Coffin,
_ and The String Cheese Incident
— have all shared the stage
with The Motet.
“(The band) actually started

out as The Davé Watts Motet,
and the name change was sort
of a way around changing the

interview from

Boulder, Colo. “It was a growing group. And with The Motet,
we didn’t have to change the
posters.”

Althought the word “motet”
descibes a genre of vocal music, the band has not had anyone cry out in outrage because

that style, we're thinking of
trying to integrate (motet music) into something, but haven’t
worked it out yet,” Watts said.
Watts

played

with greats

such as Keller Williams and
Tony Furtado, to name a few.
“I loved playing with Keller
and Tony,” Watts said. “I did a

sees

oe afe

«

“eee

grow and not have

for that SPeCial
Someone!

and

too many expectations, and justlet it

go where it needs to
go.

SOLU

99

drummer,

The Motet
of choice. $e aléo beings exten-

te

sive firsthand knowledge of
West African and Cuban drumming.

Mike Tiernanon blues, slide bad

and jazz guitar adds the flavor

of a Chicago nightelub
toThe =

Motet mix.

~'.

Beal

Fender Rhodes plays'the or

tour with Tony in Ireland and

gan and Greg Raymond, the pi-

all over Great Britain.”
Scott Messersmith plays percussion. And as well as being
raised in New Orleans, he has
his extensive study of Cuban,
West African and Brazilian
drumming to call upon.
The vocalist for The Motet,
Jans Ingber, was hand-picked

from Herbie Hancock to
Jimmie Smith and Doctor

4

ano. With influences ranging:

John, Raymond brings
a hard:

_.
|

hitting jazz and fusion flavor to |.
the mix.

Gerame

On electric bass is the newest addition to the group, Paul
McDaniel.

poe

Teka

|

by Charlie Hunter as a vocalist
}
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“It’s exciting to
watch something

‘its style does not match its
name, Watts said.
“But then again, our audience isn’t probably educated in
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Christopher Andrews’
third novel has some good
-description, but it seems
. like the rough draft had
to suffice in this release — it’s almost as
if
his
publisher
rushed him to finish
it. Even the editing.

needs work.

i eee
_

MR ia

era
desired. Maybe Andrews just

Classifieds
JustThenclickRideon the
Pony!

gs a

1

didn’t want to write this book

nights

nena Winans

that in school, why should
Andrews? He should have spent
a bit more time on the plot and
on description, and who identifies with actors and their egos

at 6 p.m For

eek

co

Mel
aa
presets

except other actors?
Not only that, all of the characters seem to be of Euro descent, except the zombie, who

is predictably of African-.
American descent. This guy
grew up in Uptight City, Mary-

WED NOV 29

ballets/st

aia lakiuih keri a
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tony
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¢ horeographe

meena
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australia’s answer to STOMP!

holid

and, or something.
Way to narrow your reader

“Pandora’s Game”
a novel by
Christopher

a RT eH Pa)

TUES DEC4& WEDDEC5

the

teases ia

er

— you couldn't get away with

to join us for Kol nona
We meet at 2033 Ernest Way Thu

:
acting/

theDaline mtPersonels.ae
achelors at

Oa
he
a hungry
de have
minds
hearts and miguringsenor

an

drama student would en-

That's right, Judy’

irmi

ee

Cilla

Inviting all seckers i

Maybe

riders in the sky ,

hd

Andrews

“Pandora’s Game” really had
potential until I read it. OK, it
had potential until I got
through the first five chapters.
The Premise: two acting students, Neil Carpenter and Mark
Hudson, hang out and find they
want to do superhero comics
together. One does the writing;

base, Andrews. You have some
potential, but you need to get
past your upbringing and immerse yourself more.
I just wonder if Fine Line
Publishing Co. is looking for a
new writer or editor.

Buy this if you’re an actor;
find something else if you’re
not. I feel cheated.
~em knight

rs eG

ft"
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the other draws phenomenally.
They decide to create a vam-
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those like him, an Irish — Crashpalace

Riverdaace’s

werewolf who joinsforceswith

§ “Crashpalace”

fidditeg

him and the dim-witted zombie
they save from his evil voodoo

MAA:

iver

.

’

,

featuring

pire who hates his vampirism
' and tries to rid the world of

master.
To get a better feel for their.

characters, they trythehypno-

— This self-titled debut album

they start showing others what

to be ignored.

‘they’ve been into. As they “get

——_A lot of rock bandscan brin

sis they learned in psychology.

by the Australian rock band

is simply t0 good
parties when Crashpalace
They'rethelifeof
into character,” their charac-

tt thieks andl heey bat Sow tan

ters somehow get into them — _ instill its songs with the strong
possession, anyone?
melody and hooks Crashpalace
Sound pretty good so far? exhibit here. These Aussies
That’s what drew me in. And I

bring the dark and foreboding

kept reading.
Unfortunately, that’s where
the ball drops. There’s the plot

crunch of ‘Alice in Chains to
see Reviews, page 22
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Plaza and on the bus line

‘Vaudeville’ has several acts featuring comic sketches and original songs.

455 Union Street

822-1999

‘Vaudeville’

Comedy totes holiday cheer
sy Jonn Estey

simple premise, which is why

“it worked for so long, that there
LUMBERJACK STAFF

his year’s annual
holiday show by the.
_Dell’Arte Company
is “Vaudeville,” a contemporary and chaotic new comedy
rooted in the vaudeville tradi-tion.
The show will be performed.

tonight at 7:30 at McKinleyville
High School before the production company goes on a short
tour outside of Humboldt

had to be something for everyone.”
Fields said that the idea is

that the acts change, and that
there are a variety of them in
this piece. He said that lots of

original

songs,

music

and

parameters like we have to be
a family show — which is our
choice, so it’s accessible to both

children and adults,” Fields
said.
“There are just some jokes
that will sail over children’s
heads — not that they’re raunchy or anything, but they have |

comic sketches are essential ingredients to any good vaudeville show.
“There’s an old adage in

things that kids just won't get,”

vaudeville that goes, ‘if you
don’t like this, then wait a

ville,” on Nov. 23, was a benefit

. minute,” he said, with a laugh.
The loose narrative of the
show centers on a family who
have performed in vaudeville
_ Carlo Mazzone-Clementi Thefor generations. And try as they
atre at Dell’Arte in Blue Lake
might, none of them have ever
from Dec. 7 - 16.
made a living outside of the
Michael Fields, who has ditheater.
rected many of the Dell’Arte
‘ Fields described the family
holiday shows since the late
as having one member yearn1980s has returned to direct
ing for what was, another that
“Vaudeville,” which has just
is content with the present, and
completed performances at
finally,
another who expresses
Blue Lake and HSU.
the desire to cast it all aside and
The old-entertainment term
move on with their life.
“Vaudeéeville”actually means
“It’s fast, it’s physical, and
“voice of the streets” and was
‘County.

The production will resume
in Humboldt County at the

he said. “It’s the mix that’s
makes it interesting.”

The premiere of “Vaudeperformance for a small school
in Colombia visited by the
Dell’Arte Company on recent
tour to the country.
For subsequent shows, audience members are asked to

bring a nonperishable food
item to the performances for
distribution to families in need
of assistance.

“Vaudeville”

will be per-

formed at the Carlo MazzoneClementi at Dell’Arte Theatre

Dec. 7 - Dec. 9 at 7:30 p.m.; and
Dec. 13 - Dec. 16 at 7:30 p.m.
Matiriees are on Dec. 15 and 16

at 2:00 p.m.

the original form of immigrant

hopefully, it’s funny,” Fields

Tickets are $5 for adults and

theater Fields said.

said.
He also spoke of the challenges of creating Dell’Arte’s

$3 for students and seniors and

“Every group that came into
this country made fun of the
next one coming in,” he said.

“It was based on-a really

annual holiday production.
. “In this showwe have certain

can be reserved by calling
Dell’Arte at 668-5663. Unre-

served seats will go on sale before each performance.
,
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Reviews: Jewel snewalbum falls short of greatness

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted « Painless Payment Plans
Visit our website at: www.humboldtbackdocs.com

HSUMUSIC
DEPARTMENT

the

power-pop

sheen of the Stone Roses, and

the results are irresistible.
The

song

writing,

done

mostly by lead singer Marcus

“catchy,” and “radio-friendly”
may be repellent'to many college-age music listeners, but
with Crashpalace they aptly
describe its sound. And here, I
mean them in the best possible
sense.

Maloney and keyboardist Dean
Thomas, is particularly strong.
The lyrics darkly deal with issues of being pissed off about
relationships, religion and its
accompanying guilt, but most
of all, their own personal fail-

ings.

Heck,

i

strongest

| CALYPSO BAND/ PERCUSSION anesmeania concaet
Fri, Dec 7 © 8 pm ¢ Van Duzer Theatre

dead

thing of the past, it’s damn re-

She sounds like some evil hy-

distant

Maloney sings, “You can’t stop . freshing to hear a debut album

this evolution/Blaming your-

this promising.
Gladiator Russell Crowe is

self for all my problems/Living
life on a loaded .gun/I walk on

out the whole album

lia these days that’s kicking ass

down hard and clean, and set

jack on Tuesdays, I don’t think
I like it. At least there is taste
here at The ’Jack.
The album was almost taste-

their hooks deep. Crashpalace

less, if you ask me.

taking

names.

These

blokes from down under lay it

comes recommended

weeks — it’s the music itself.
Maloney’s vocals are terrific.
Passionate and strong through-

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
Sat, Dec 8 ¢ 8 pm ¢ Van Duzer Theatre

with no

worries, mate.
~John Estey

— he

sounds like a star in the makAnd the rhythm section of
Peter Constantinou on drums,
John Kelly on bass, and Tho-

| Sun, Dec 9°8 pm Fulkerson Recital Hall

If you want, buy the album
and you wade through it.
Maybe you will like it. I didn’t.
And like I said, I actually like
Jewel.
If you don’t like her, keep
clear. This is no classic.
~James Morgan

work, playing with bold, inventive and grinding urgency.

Together,

the band seam-

lessly shifts from making-youdrive-too-fast scorching rockers like “Brickwall” to bittersweet
and _ melancholy
Radiohead-sounding tunes like

Jewel
;
“This Way”

CD

worth its salt is without some
lead
guitar
and
‘hot

What can I say? .
1 like Jewel.

I like her attitude. I like the
intentions behind her “poetry.”
I like her crooked teeth.
She’s sexy. She’s hot, She’s

Crashpalace’s Jeremy Taylor
doesn’t disappoint. Forsaking
flashy pyrotechnics
for chunky

and

touches

of

Review

Scale

citer of
‘rockin ofof

“Crop Circles” and “Sit and
Watch the Sky.”
Finally, no good rock album

riffs

In fact, I have listened to the
album only once. There were a
. couple good songs. I don’t know
what they were.
The good songs are few and
far between on the album, and
I don’t feel like wading through
the crap to try and figure out

all right

Fsibs

crap

“agveseavch
a

Motet: Area band Nucleus tocopen concert at HSU
¢ Connwue

INTERNATIONAL
¢ BRIT TELLY * FILM
HONG KONG ¢
TRASH:
EURO
¢
NOIR
*
SHAKESPEARE
¢
IMPORTS
RARE

THE HELP OF A FRIENDLY
AND
KNOWLEDGABLE STAFF

vy

The Motet’s: performance

prow pace 19

will feature music from it’s
newest CD, “Play.”
=
“We are going to continue on
with what we’re doing,” Watts
said. “It’s exciting to watch
something grow and not have
too many expectations, and just

“We have evolved many
times over,” Watts said. “We
started as an expression of
the music community here

DVD Rentals |
"for the Serious
Film Fan
3
hae

[ame
4

; | Ret eur meathty nedeletier ond. more at: wwe. vsfiix.com
A
443-0003)
©,
Eureka.
Cidtewn
31.,
6
236
¢
S26/1106
©
Arcata
St.,
G
406

in Boulder — as far as having a lot of great musicians
in town. Eventually the
group stuck.”

let it go where it needs to go.
“That’s what’s happening

The band is based out of

with this,” he said. “We're try-

Boulder and is now moving
forward aftér its successful
sumneer tour. Arcata is the

ing to not be too specific. We’ve
never wanted to say ‘OK, we'll

first stop on the group’s tour.

We just ue what people know

play just this kind of music.’
i
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‘ which ones they were.

mas on keyboards does stellar

apesenn CnOIR

perfectly describe the upstairs

computer room at The Lumber-

and

But the lyrics aren’t the thing
' that will make this album get
stuck in your CD player for

brid between ’80s rock and new
country. And though that might

not the only thing from Austra-

ing.

ae

, we Seagate

music

There were a few songs 6n
“Spirit” — the most recent
Jewel album I own — that were
more rocky that I thought were
cool.

But this new album ... I don’t
know. It just don’t fly.

coming some

numbers,

a razor/I walk out alone/I’ve
lost my savior/I’ve lost my
soul/And I know, you say so...”

Sun, Dec 2¢3 pm ¢ Van Duzer Theatre

reck

seems closer every day to be-

In “Evolution,” one of the al-

bums

when

a guitar singing intimate songs.
And with a band, I pues she’s
not that bad.

* 44ree
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and go
“We
music
format
native

with it.”
like to take electric
and put it in a electric
or just play it with its
percussion,” Watts

said.
The concert will start at at
9p.m. Tickets are available at
The Works, the Metro CDs
and Tapes, the University
Ticket Office for $10 general
and $6 for HSU students.

The opening act will be
Arcata
Nucleus.

jazz-rock

Beteee
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1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

with

Le aay DLE

._ | Chiropractors

dance

eat Bees

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry

' talented.
psychedelia.
Having said that, her latest
Taylor doesn’t steal the spotlight here— he simply and es- release, “This Way,” just plain
sucks.
sentially contributes to the
I think part of Jewel’s charm
band’s sonic sheets of sound.
is that image of her alone with
Words
like
“polished,”

© Cowriwuep
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alternative to.
‘halP golf
Despite Community Forest
course's troubles, golfers
vow fo play through
ev

Pravan Kore

SPORTS EDITOR
For many people, golf is
pleasant way to relax while en-

eee
ee
eee

Disc golfers search for a
rogue disc in the rough
(left). Many golfers say

they enjoy disc golf
because

it gives them a

chance to enjoy getting
excercise outdoors.

ete
An

the club is working to have an
agreement formalized.
—

participate in for the casual

He said he was not aware if

enthusiast.
That’s where disc golf comes
in.
Disc golf is a lot like tradi-

the owners of the private land
would be willing to allow the
course to remain.
Tyler Ellison, a student at
.

tional "ball" golf, except players

College of the Redwoods and

use specially made plastic fly-

Par Infinity member, said part
of the problem might be that
Humboldt County disc golfers

from.the spot where the previ-

land dispute is resolved.

there is no agree- -

ment between the golfers and

The object of the game is to
throw a golf disc into the target, typically a-"Pole Hole" basket (a steel basket over which
chains hang), in the fewest
number of throws.
The player begins by ‘driving’
from a designated tee area and
continues toward the target,
throwing each consecutive
shot

hiatus until the course

Though

the university, Dickerson said

_ use different clubs.

sends his Frisbee flying
in the Nev. 17 tournament.
The tournaments
have been a weekly
- event,
but they are on

nine is on privately
owned land
while the back nine is on HSU
property.

doors.
‘ Unfortunately, golf can be a

ing discs instead of balls and
clubs, and throw them for “par”
at an above-ground target.
There are also different types
of discs used for different purposes, much like ball golfers

Par infinity disc golfer
Eric Freyermuth (above)

He said much of the front

joying excercise in the out-

difficult
and expensive sportto

exovos
sy Jaues Monaan

-has created
in the forest.

ous throw has landed. Finally,
a successful “putt” sends the
- disc into the target.
Disc golf was created in the
'70s in the now-famous
Oakgrove park course in Pasadena.

Humboldt County residents

didn’t expect so many people to
use the course.

“On a sunny weekend, hundreds of people might use the

course,” he said.
Dickerson said regardless of
the fate of the Community Forest course, disc golf would
would continue to have a per-

manent home in Humboldt
County.
Dickerson said Par Infinity

and the HSU disc golf club are
working to have a permenant
course set up in Mad River park
on Warren Creek Road.
“We want to organize a plan

and get in contact with the
right people first,” Ellison said.
Dickerson said he hopes that
as disc golf becomes more
popular at HSU, the club will be
able to host and attend more intercollegiate tournaments.
“I'd like to be able to take

have been enjoying disc golf for
roughly 10 years, and during
that time their course of choice

courses
on other campuses,” he

has been the course in the

said.

Arcata Commuity Forrest.
Brent Dickerson, chair of the

Par Infinity and the HSU aie
golf club will hold a joint meeting Sunday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. at

newly-formed HSU disc golf
club, said the course is in danger of being shut down because

HSU

Six

disc

golfers

Rivers

down

Brewery

to

in

McKinleyville. All are welcome

the meeting.‘:.
of thé human traffic the course. ‘ to attend

.’'
74

—
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provo
sy Kevin Bau

A ball hovers on the edge of the rim at the Green and Gold intrasquad exhibition on Nov. 8.
The

‘Jacks will travel to Rohnert

Tournament.

Park Nov. 30 to play in the Sonoma

Men’s basketball rolls over SFSU
‘Jacks gamer 103 - 83 victory in first home game of season
“The game got choppy,” Wood
said. “The scuffle, the 58 fouls

000720Q000000000000

" (Hooks and Nichols) are are
outstanding. And there’s anTHe LUMBERJACK SPORTS
other forward (Mark White)
who keeps getting them the
‘The men’s basketball team

never allowed it to flow.”
HSU’s lead ballooned to 34

’ points in the second half, with

played a rugged, even occasion-

ball.”

ally sloppy, game Saturday. But

White dished out 10 assists
while turning the ball over just

every player on the bench play-

juice when they beat San Francisco State University, 103-83.
HSU ran away early and

three times and himself con-

Nichols both added to their rebound totals, each finishing

played out the string in a sec-

Issac Gildea — was in double

blocked shots to his final line.

ond half, providing the occa-

figures, with 17 points as the
Jacks improved to 3-0 on the
young season.
HSU eased away behind

San Francisco State was led
in scoring by Jake MacLeod-

the ‘Jacks proved they have the

‘ gional spectacular highlight

along the way. Austin Nichols

i

ing and scoring. Hooks and

tributing eight points to the effort. One other Lumberjack —

with 10, and Hooks added three

Roemer’s 16 points while Steve
Hankle

and Fred Hooks gave the nearNichols’ 18 first half points, capacity crowd a high-flying
opening a 58-34 lead by the
display on their way to.28 and
break. The Lumberjacks were
27 points, respectively.
only interrupted by an alterca“We made a big statement
tion that broke out last in the
early, and that was, ‘If you’re
opening half that led to the
going to beat us, you’re going
to have to play awfully
well,”” ejection of HSU’s Chuck —
‘Webster and.San Francisco
coach Tom Wood said. “Again,
.
State’s Mychal Lynch.
our sophomore forwards

MONDAY
Ps

pe

NIGHT

MILE RU
TIDYNC

scorer Chris Featherly, who
came into the game averaging
19 points per game, was held to
just seven by the Jacks’ defense.

still a few highlight tapes.
“We

had a nice crowd

to-

night,” Wood said. “The word’s
out that we’re worth watch-

ing.”

°

at the national tournament
HSU finished 14th in the NCAA
Cross Country Division II
Championships Saturday at

Slippery Rock, Pa.
In a 24-team field the ‘Jacks
finished with 331 points while
Western State College of Colorado repeated aS champions
#.
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with a time of 23:43.2, while
competed
at the national chamTammy Hunt ran a 24:05. 4 for
pionship resulted in a sixth98th place.
place finish.
Rounding
out the ’Jacks runTop finishers for the ‘Jacks
ners were Becky Mello at 119th
included Dolores Bergmann in
(24:34.0) and Sadie Solem at
23:07.3 and Rachael Wiseman in
167th (25:53.0).
23:20.4 at 5ist and 57th place
Hannah Lawrence from
respectively. Bergman finished
just one second behind
the 50th . Western State College of Coloplace runner, Rebekah Walter ‘rado finished first of the 183
runners in 21:24.7.
of aes on or and

:

%

§ Saatitt %¢

second behind Janet Kogo of
Harding University.
Kati Gosnell came in at 74th

meet. The only other time HSU

_ Inonly its third appearance

ye

Wiseman was four-tenths of a

The ‘Jacks, who entered the
meet ranked 12th,
13th
in 1996 when they hosted the

UN

REN

Leading

14th at NCAA Championships in Pennsylvania
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Women's cross country earns
respect at national tournament
HSU an
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2001-2002

2004

DATE

Mark White

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

a

DATE

LOCATION

6, Alaska-Fairbanks, Arcata
8, Alaska-Anchorage, Arcata
17, Simpson College, Arcata
29-30, Southern Oregon Toummament, Ashland, Ore.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

10,
12,
17,
19,

Western Washington, Bellingham, Wash.
Seattle, Seattle
Central Washington, Ellensburg, Wash.
Seattle Pacific, Seattle
—

had 10 assists in Saturday's home

24, Northwest Nazarene, Arcata
26, Saint Martin's, Arcata
31, Alaska-Anchorage, Anchorage, Alaska
2, Alaska-Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska

Jan. 19, Saint Martin's, Lacey, Wash.
Jan. 24, Seattle Pacific, Arcata
Jan. 26, Western Washington, Arcata
Jan. 31, Seattle, Arcata

Feb. 2, Northwest Nazarene, Arcata

Feb. 14, Alaska-Anchorage, Anchorage, Alaska

Feb. 23, Central Washington, Arcata

Feb. 16, Alaska-Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska

Feb. 28, Saint Martin's, Lacey, Wash.

Feb. 21, Saint Martin's, Arcata
Feb. 23, Central Washington, Arcata
Feb. 28, Western Washington, Bellingham, Wash.
March 2, Seattle Pacific, Seattle

Jacks miss Humboldt Classic, 76-58

Women’s B-ball loses to Western Oregon
THe LUMBERJACK SPORTS
cap-

to play, but then were
outscored 16-11 in the fi-

tured the Humboldt Classic championship Sunday
_after defeating the ‘Jacks,

nal minutes of play.
“We played hard and
we came back, but West-

Western

41

Oregon

76-58.
The ‘Jacks were within
five of the Wolves in the
first half, but fell to a 20-

The Official Online

point deficit by the end of

of

the half.
HSU made

HSU ATHLETICS

tack with 15 points and
four rebounds. Charlene

Western Oregon in the
second half bringing the
score within 11 with 6:18

COMPILED
BY

Hooks, Austin Nicols and Isaac Gildea score
in the double digits. .

GNAC

Feb. 21, Seattle Pacific, Arcata

|

were important in allowing teammates Fred

Home

at

ment

the play of tournament
MVP Becky Gregory on

at home Dec. 6 and 8 when

defense.

Fairbanks and Alaska
Anchorage.

~ The Wolves were led by

Peni

added 13 points, five re-

Vaefaga led the Jacks at-

mention nod came after
leading the team with 3.24
kills and 3.45 digs per
game. The: sophomore

conference honors. The
volleyball team recently

outside hitter also added

finished
a tough season622 overall and 2-16 in conference play.
Schiepan, a senior
middle blocker, was
named
to the second team
for her efforts. She was

Shannon Rowland and

: ‘au

Pe

tialLs pak,

of
.
‘

vi

r1 <

ie:
.

Slugfest Saturday and beat Div. I National

—

- match Sunday.
This brings the women ruggers’ preseason record to 5-0,-outscoring opponents

100-12.

_ The women’s rugby team travels to San
Jose for the Silicon Valley Rugby Tournament this weekend and will compete in Las
Vegas for the Las Vegas Rugby Challenge

player of the year and

coach of the year, respectively, in the GNAC..
Wee
‘

nei hha:
9

oy

1

hy

4?

Chico State in an 1 exhibition

Champions

record, were named the

$33

Alaska

weekend when it won the Santa Cruz -

‘Diane Flick, who led
Western Washington toa
perfect 18-0 conference

pF i

on

what it takes to kick some serious ass last

14 aces on the season.

265
G4!

take

- The women’s rugby team showed it had

Rachael Halverson led
the way for the Lumber-

BaF

also

they

over the competition

Halverson’s honorable

4

Gregory

Wolves with 16 points and
eight rebounds.
The ‘Jacks are off next
week and return to action

‘Woimen ruggers roll

Joella Schiepan and

‘ secondon Sener
: * %

nament selections, added
12 and four points respectively. Forward Mandi
Dinan came up big for the

whelmed us on defense in
the first half,” coach
Carol Harrison said.

2.93 kills and 0.41 blocks
per game. Schiepan also
added 2.28 digs per game.

jacks volleyball team,
both earning GNAC all-

Jackie

ern Oregon is a senior
group and they over-

Volleyball ’Jacks
THe LUMBERJACK SPORTS

selection

bounds and five assists.
Heather Laats and Shannon Copple, also all-tour-

Kolesar had eight points,
two steals and two assists.
Freshman Nicole Lynch
had six rebounds and
three assists.

Sophomore
a run

Murphy
added
nine
points, while all-tourna-

honors

COMPILED
BY

‘

Feb.9, Western Oregon, Monmouth, Ore.

March 2, Northwest Nazarene, Nampa, Idaho

victory against San Francisco. State University.
The ‘Jacks beat SFSU 103-83 in their first
regular game of the season.
With only three turn-overs, White's assists

LOCATION

Jan . 5, Western Oregon, Arcata

Feb. 16, Western Washington, Arcata

and

OPPONENT

Jan. 10, Alaska-Fairbanks, Arcata
Jan. 12, Alaska-Anchorage, Arcata
Jan. 17, Central Washington, Ellensburg, Wash..

Feb. 9, Western Oregon, Monmouth, Ore.

.

Schedule

Nov. 30, Sonoma Tournament, Rohnert Park
Dec. 1, Sonoma Tournament, Rohnert Park
Dec. 8, Patten College, Arcata
Nazarene, Nampa, idaho
Dec. 13 , Northwest
1
Dec. 15, Seattle, Seattle
Dec. . 29 29, Sonoma State, Arcata

Feb. 14, Seattle, Arcata

Forward Mark White scored eight points

es ea

2001 -2002

Schedule

| Jan. 5, Western Oregon, Arcata
Jan.
| Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
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Baske tball
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”

Dec. 8-9.
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elite sppervuidiien ter Héihiat
We also offer free guided walks of the

‘dunes four Saturdays
a month.

We meet the first and third Saturdays

The fate of the Native American studies department is uncer- tain, but its future looks bleak. Something should be done to ensure this unique, essential major does not disappear.
The department, still only in its first years with department status, brings students from all tribes — or no tribe at all — from
across the country to learn about the workings of tribal law, the
history of native peoples and their treatment by other groups. .

of the month at Pacific Union School for
a guided tour of the Lamphere Dunes.

On the second and fourth Saturdays
of the month, we meet at

volunt

and make
a diff@

How can the only such department in the entire: CSU system
just crumble?
Ask Joseph Giovannetti, Kathleen Hill and Joseph Dupris, who
filed suit against HSU and the CSU system.
;
If two of only four department instructors are not re-appointed,

the dune ecosysg
¢ Dune Habitafl
its ecosyst
Three local ¢
support the ef

ing place and d
Volunteers

n

y providing a meet-

fre school year.
igned to expose

ts for volunteers.

area youth to the

bl wondersof the

t 9 a.m. for coffee,

peninsula with ¢
and a five-hour fi
We are always
that are intereste
about the Humb

ass presentation
p.
g for volunteers
paching children

restoration site to
1p.m.

* The first §

lay of the month,

meet at Ramon
Street in Eurek
tected Area
res

pry and Cafe on E
Eureka Dunes Proon.

* The second

- And onthe

to 2,000
‘0 the Sa-

ee
eis
This program

then carpool t
work from 10a

Waters Coffe
Lanphere Dung

Ecol-

day meet at Muddy

marshes and the ¢
We also enco

bers to attend o

ase in Arcata for Formore inforr
oration,
Web site: friend:

Samay

| nest ati, our office a 44180

Sacred Grounds Organic Coffee Roasters in Arcata for Manila Dunes restoration.

Keith Morris
Friends of the Dunes

Bay, freshwater
acosystem.
bmmunity mem-

y meetings.

please visit our
unes.org or call

|

it may just fall apart.
Giovannetti, Dupris and Hill claim their department is being
dismantled, although the college dean said the program will be

conserved.

—

We understand not commenting on litigation; we understand
that personnel issues are private matters. But such extenuating
circumstances make it hard to understand how the program will

be retained.
If there is no future for NAS at HSU, we need to know, and if
there is, we need to know how the administration plans to keep it
when it seems to lack faith in those who should know best.
Potential students who come specifically to learn about tribal
law and other facets of American Indian life need to know, so they

ae

aS

can go somewhere else if need be.
What will the future for potential students bring if HSU eliminates NAS or parcels classes out to other departments with in. structors?
It will severely hurt California’s tribe members. They'll have to
go somewhere out of state to find their program. No matter what

Na

The follow

a

munity and

a

Bacaloe

I am writing in response to the article
“Dunes
in Need” which appeared
in the
Nov. 14 issue of ca
sna ms
First, than
2
ing the time 4
article. —
Unfort
clude
all of

Future of Native American
studies looks dark with suit

A

the Whines

happens, they will still need a place to learn how their tribal law
is administered.
They will still need to have instructors who lend credibility to

what they are teaching— people such as Giovannetti (Smith River

tn,

a

dot

pitsuide

Tolowa), Hill (Klamath/Modoc/Paiute) and Dupris (Lakota - Cheyenne River), who live what they teach.
It will show HSU is all talk and no substance, with its “furthering” and “embracing” diversity on its way to hell, in a hand basket.
And it will prove the NAS professors are right.

* Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack
should be directed to the editor
at (707) 826-5922.
¢ The Lumberjack editorials are

250 words, and guest columns no
more.than 600 words.
Letters can be mailed, delivered,
or e-mailed (preferred) to The
Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,

written based on the majority
opinion of the newspaper’s edi-

Arcata, CA 95521 sh
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu:

torial board.
¢ Guest columns, cartoons and
opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of The Lumberjack or its
staff.
:
¢ TheLumberjack welcomes sub‘missions for guest columns or
guest cartoons.
Letters should be no more than

Letters must be received
by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must
include the writer’s name, city of
residence and phone number. Include major and year in school if
a student.
Letters from the same author will
only be published every 30 days.
“s
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*@&es
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My

tainted Eings stil Have a chance wily suppere of
On

Nov.

once

you become

16,
the ~ never really stop being one.
You simply put the adjective
American
Caricer So- “recovering” in front of it.
. clety
in Eu- So here I am, on Day two (I
| reka gave
hope), of: being a recovering
a

am a born
non’ smoker” T-shirt.
I was not born on Nov. 16.

Regardless, the motto will become my own.
For today, I am a born-again

nonsmoker.

ful smell of the smoke and
must inhale?
_
‘(I know: you nonsmokers
don’t get this; you
think
the smell of

One thing I am afraid of is
that I will be-

‘comethe person!
nonsmoker.

Tike who Iam

how,

and

don’t

AR

x

COLUMN

School

a

I quit for three days over . want to become
Thanksgiving break. It wasn’t
that hard. It wasn’t easy, mind

her again.

you. And thanks, Mom, for put-

me that of course

\

did it.

her. I'll just take
myself and add

es

day and started up again.
I fooled myself, I think, into
| thinking I was stronger than
the addiction.
I wasn’t. But I can conquer
it now.

A co-worker of mine quit

ee

smoking last year. Afterward,
she never took breaks to go

outside and see the world. Her
eight-hour workday turned
into a straight shot inside with
florescent lights.
I can’t let that happen.
I guess I will go for short

walks, look at the sky, laugh
with my friends — without a
cigarette.

My dad said — 30 years after
he has quit —. cigarettes still
smell good to'‘him.
He said there are certain

to it a nonsmokingelement.
—

months, one. year, five years,

They

say that after three

days, the physical addiction to
nicotine is gone, out of your

_ system. So it should be OK afseven years..
ter that, right? (I hope, I hope,
I’m not sure, because I don’t
have an alcohol problem, but it T hope)
It should at least be bearable.
seems to me that being a.
Llearned
last week that I
smoker and being an alcoholic
have something in common: | cannot let my guard down af-

a

eel
oe

Good for you. Don’t

already. My second :

try will work.
.

I

know it will.
There is a 50 percent success rate
cited in Alcoholics

In Alcoholics Anonymous, it Anonymous for people who
suggests that only analcoholic — stick with the program, alcoholics helping alcoholics.
can help another alcoholic to
I don’t have an official prorecover.
gram to follow or meetings to
I know there is a group on
attend to help me through
campus, Nicotine Anonymous.
what some may call a “bad .
And my friend Flipper has just
habit,” but my circle of supquit for a week.
Maybe she and I can be a port is strong. .
That gives me at least a 50
source of strength for each
percent chance of succeeding,
other.
I think. I hope.
Lil Red quit more than a year
A bad habit.
ago. She can help, too.’
That’s
what most people call
Qver Thanksgiving, I had
it. Iam here totell you it is so
the support and patience of my
much
more.
parents to pull me through.
It is a nasty addiction that
Here, I have friends all
has
made me so sick for the
around me, smokers and repast two months that I have
covering smokers, who will
succeeded
in seriously damag- support my decision.
ing the cartilage in my ribs.
I'm lucky like that.

times when it is very hard
again to stay a nonsmoker: six

by asses

haven't been there..

ceed. I failed once

a

I won’t become

son, I picked up a pack on Fri-

ee

e.

ting up with my moods. But I
Then, for some stupid rea-

- is disgusting. You

go there.)
I think I will suc-

ro

A friend told

second-hand smoke

"Pea

V

"FF TFI

"FSI

FP eT9"

I was taught the best way to.
achieve a goal is to write it

down and put reminders on
your bathroom mirror so you

‘could
see it every day.
Here. I have written it. I am

recovering smoker.
I was born a nonsmoker, and
I will die a nonsmoker. °

Rees,

for your

reminder to take a

Waieiiis

sccsownde 1

can see it each day. I can do
this.
©

if I cannot ‘resist the wonder-

One day at a time.

was when I was a

ay

self when I set a goal and don’t
reach it. What am I going todo
if I fail? What-if I slip? What

‘How am I going to beat this?

“I

- Thanks,

I can be really hard on my-

every child
born

_ Thave told you, my readers.

ter three days, though. Once a
smoker, always a smoker.

one, you

In

:

fact,

you

probably

could,
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Mattele Forest Defenders need new wardrobe
:

Whar
ABOUT

bo

y«

JU

THE

PATRIOTISM

AMERICANS

THINK

INCREASE
ew

en —*

IN

ING

?

outfits just aren't attractive, says aspiring 6
There
hasbeena
lot of talk
about terrorism
t hese_

group of “protectors,” who at
night, during the cover of darkness, patrolled the streets and
neighborhoods of Central Valleytofight
crime, I bought it —
hook, line and sinker.

days, and

§ Hedescribed, in great detail,

what they do.

|

They seem to be playing out

some sort of Hollywood-ish
ninja-inspired fantasy.
I'll be honest, it is the blackpajama outfits that seem a little
cheesy.

it seems
tomethat
it won’t
letupany-

Having spent a few years in
the caches of ropes and grap- the Arimy, I can tell you that
pling hooks stashed on rooftops
there are more effective means
that were pre-positioned for
of camouflage.
.
covert traveling through trees
Maybe the ninja suits are
time soon.
' to drop down on unsuspecting
meant to strike fear into the
Terrorism has moved into
villains.
hearts of the large, muscular
the collective vocabulary of
He fed me with tales of large
Americans and is beginningto

permeate peripher-

:

ally related topics.

lt

describe

a

he swooped
in and

a

I even heard men-

tion of anew form—
audioterrorism—to

inner-city gang fights and how

“Fish

Raining

~

.

Bia

broke

bad

I have to confess
though I would not

®

label it terrorism. .

Random

The jokeseaseten-

Science

gy Nathan Rushton
—

It disturbs me to see the

up

burly, hard-working hands on

into submission.

them.
Maybe I am not giving the
MFD proper credit.
Iam sure they have the explo-

I believed him
because I wanted

sive smoke-screen bombs that
comes stocked in all official

geon

that I think all singing is offensive, al-

them

and used the confiscated sticks and
chains

karaoke singer. “

sion, but some of it
isn’t funny.

single handedly

loggers who would likely beat
the holy-living shit out of the
“defenders” if they ever had
the opportunity to get their big

to bludthe

rivals

- to believe him.
I never

made

_ the connection between his stories
and the stacks of

comic books heaped around his

ninja outfits that they can use
to confuse the enemy so they
can “disappear” and sneak

around to put a poisoned dart
into their necks.
Maybe I have seen too many

Mattole Forest Defenders even — bed.

movies.

remotely associated with terrorism and the Sept.1l attacks.
They are not eco-terrorists.

| There was some credibility
tohis stories because
one of his
idols was the legendary Bruce

tect the dwindling forests.
I agree that sometimes you

They are not environmental

Lee.

terrorists. They aren’t any

My uncle Mike would spend
hours practicing his form of
teenage-white-boy karate —
learned from analyzing fight
scenes
from
“Enter
the

form of terrorists.

They are a bunch of guys
who have watched too many
ninja movies.

I think it is important to pro-

need to use any means necessary to protect what is most important to you.
But I also feel that the most

important battles with the gov-

ernment and logging interests
will be won in courtrooms
And now alittle side-tracked | Dragon.”
through long, grueling and inAmazingly, he was pretty
thought for perspective:
telligent fighting — on their
My favorite childhood memoterms, unfortunately.
And finally, that special night
ries come from my yearly sumThe first step may be to put.
came
when
Mike
told
me
that
I
mer visit with my grandpa and
away the ninja costumes. We all
would be able to accompany
grandma in the sleepy little
grow
up eventually.
him
during
one
of
his
patrols.
.
town of Central Valley, on the
The stage was set; we stuffed
northern outskirts of Redding.
Nathan Rushton is the Science
our
sleeping bags with pillows
The name has changed and
and waited for the last light in
editor and occasionally prefers
the town has grown — it’s
to layout his section with a black
the
house
to
be
turned
off,
sigShasta Lake City now — but the
belt wrapped around his head
naling that everyone was
place I remember is permaand
crane like Ralph Macchio.
asleep
and
that
it
was
safe
to
hit
nently etched into my mind. —
the mean streets.
My grandparents’ home was
I was nervous and excited.
modest, but the roughly 1-acre
During the crime-fighting “pa- —
lot was spacious enough for me
trol,” Mike introduced me to
to get into as much mischief as
chewing tobacco and throwthere was time in the day.
ing rocks at cars from a hill
But it was the warm summer
nights I remember best, sleep- high above a major road.
We didn’t swing through any
' ing out under the stars.on cots
in the front yard with my uncle

Mike.
I watched for shooting stars

as my uncle filled my head with
tall tales.
I was 11, and he was in his

1

late teens. And I idolized him,
perhaps
too much.

But when he told me one
I.

night — after swearing me to
secrecy — that he was part of a

trees, nor did we encounter any
bad guys. (We were the bad

guys, apparently.)
And so I am reminded of the
Mattole Forest Defenders.
It isn’t that I think what they
are doing — in principle — is

wrong.
I just have some sort of
hang-up with how they
are going about doing .-
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If only the glass were always half full

Racer grandma brings hope and inspiration to brain-fried senior
After
four and

a

half

years of
educa-

tion
HSU,

at
I

have

com-

class.)

pletely
shut

On Christmas Eve, I will
put myself into a giant red
furry stocking like my dad did
when I was 6 days old. I will
lull myself to sleep with Nat
King Cole and Bing Crosby
carols,

of the week was spent with my

never have enough
little white lights
and silver garland.

Noni, helping her hang family

sophical beliafs, the

Maybe if I deco-

This is perfect timing, seeing

photos on her bedroom wall

And when I wake up the
next morning, I will be thank-

amount

rate the apartment

and organizing random things
like only an aspiring Martha

Noni carries is a-

ful that I have a roof over my

as how I’m done in a month —
unless I let myself fall into the
stereotypical journalist’s role
of flunking statistics.
To commemorate my brain

_ enough, I think, I

head, a job, the experience of

Anyway, I went “home.” Most

of

faith

Thanksgiving, I shall ramble.

By Katherine Kovacich
won't be a sniveling ©
beautiful inspira. tion to me.
idiot for the day.
Stewart could.
Maybe I’ll volunteer at a soup
The glass is always half-full
One day, Noni’s car wouldn’t
for that woman.
kitchen.
start, so I picked up the lady
Maybe I'll get really drunk on
Speaking of glasses half-full,
from a mechanic.
Vella boxed wine, watch “A
I got a job.
She wasn’t pissed that her

Doot, doot, doot, ramble on.

souped-up racer Honda wasn’t

The last day of finals is my

Christmas Story” and then run

I drove “home” for break, eager to leave unfinished term
papers and the horrible advertisements of Humboldt County.

chugging (she bought it used,

first day at work, and I should
be so lucky as to actually be doing something I went to school
for.
This means I probably won’t
go “home” for Christmas, the

outside to find a pole and lick
it.

being mashed like potatoes at

(If

Ihear one more bored per-

son aia

}

determined to celebrate with
actual people. I am going to
party like it’s 1999. Or 2001.

practice religion and
have a rather nebulous set of philo-

dune.

4

phone — without a music bed
that she was in a safe place
most important holiday for my
— about the lowered prices of when her car wouldn’t start.
large, Catholic family.
groceries and used cars that
She said it was alI’ve resigned to
week, I am going to rip the ra- — ways that way. - immersing myself
dio from my Volvo and throw it
Someone ' was Morning Breath in the cominatellonto the 101. These people have
watching over her.
and
ism of the holidays,
obviously never attended Gary
Regardless of the
constantly telling
‘Melton’s radio production
fact that I no longer
myself that I can

into a micro-

and now everyone on the highway thinks a tiny old lady with

fluffy white hair knows how to
hang with the big boys).

Instead, she was thankful

. Then I'll drink some of my

roommate’s Ovaltine after the
fireman leaves.
Before all this, though, I am

college, many boxes of Macaroni and Cheese and a whole
life ahead of me.
Katherine Kovacich is the

Opinion editor and wishes everyone warm fuzzies
for the holidays, even though they’re stilla
month away. She hopes Santa
brings some style and spunk to.
the adverstisers of Humboldt
and encourages altruism. Donate your toys or something.

Thrift-store junkie entranced by ‘Facts of Life Reunion’
Hi. My
name is
Jen, and
I’m
.a
procrastinator.
I hate
to admit
it,
but
the evidence
clearly .
: shows it.
And I can’t deny it any
-longer.
Maybe it was my brain react-

ing to a week called “vacation,” but I’ll be damned if I
didn’t do much besides sittin’

on my ass.

°

‘Funny really. I love how vacations start.
I decided to stay in Arcata so

I could “get some things done.”
Oh, I had homework, papers,
and of course, the urge to sani-

better finish up my laundry.”
Pshh. Yeah right. A likely

story.
Of course I haven’t even
started the book, and the laun-

dry is still sitting in a pile on
my floor.
So here I am, on
the other side of a
week of no obligations. I still have
as much stuff to

do as before (probably more be' cause I decided to
have people over,
and I still haven’t
finished
the
dishes).

In my esteemed
opinion (as a pro-

crastinator
of
course), Thanksgiving break is
* the work of the devil.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m still

thankful for Thanksgiving

But for some reason, things

told, that reunion was more
frightening than entertaining).
Nonetheless, I kept thinking
to myself, “Five days left, better read that ethnography for

anthropology. Four days left,

ing soundtrack.

Eureka with my girl, Holly.
You see, I consider myself a
“thrift store whore.”
OK, not literally.
I just thoroughly
enjoy the art of
thrift store shopping. Back in San
Diego, I could hit up
10 stores in a day
and not break a

Iby Jen McFerrin

was a creating a more defined
“butt-groove” on my couch
cushion.
‘I will say one thing, though.
I discovered something over
break.
No, not the fact that the Bee
Gees had five songs in the Billboard Top Ten in one week or
that the soundtrack to “Saturday Night Fever” is the top sell-

Reunion” seemed to keep me
overly entertained. (Truth-be-

ping at St. Vincent de Paul in

target

break. I’m just bitter because
the only thing I accomplished

Music” or “The Facts of Life

not nearly as interesting as a
revelation I had while shop-

sweat.

tize my house after almost a
semester’s worth of neglect.

" like the “Bee Gees: Behind the

These things are true, but

;

I'd
from

walk
the

shopping

away
whole

experi-

ence having spent
$40 (the cost of a

new pair of jeans at
-Mervyn’s) and I’d bring home
six pair of pants, four sweaters, a couple of purses, .and
usually some odd jewelry or
maybe some old tapes. (I never

-knew

that

I needed

Billy

Ocean’s “Suddenly” until I saw
it at the Salvation Army for a
quarter).
So during break, I figured
out just one of the many reasons why I like shopping at
thrift stores ... the music.
It’s all about singing along to
the oldies coming out of that
stereo behind the counter,
folks. And I don’t mean singing
along in your head. I mean

the
Salvation
Army
in
McKinleyville where they
have it tuned into Power 96:3.
I enjoyed every minute of
friend on the other side of the _
my
shopping experience. And,
aisle.
yes, I sang along to some
At St. Vinnie’s, they’ve got it
Britney Spears song (when I
tuned into Cool 105. They don’t
knew the words).
need fancy muzak like K-mart.
OK, who am I kidding? Of
Sure, it’s fun to hear “vari‘ety” like Air Supply and Ma- " course, I knew the words ..
donna
but that’s not
belting it out ... not obnoxiously loud, but enough so that
you can harmonize with your

while

——

the point. Ac-

looking
a
t
shaven:

“I’mjust bitter because
,
| accom .
the only thing

tually, I'm not
really
sure
eit ay pola

Stewarts

plished was creating a

is.

aa

more

ances,

groove’ on my couch thrift stores is

defined

gyshion. sd
it
but
°s
ha
breaks between the songs to
tell you about some Blue Light
Special or another.
Everyone’s got some kind of
complaint about radio on the
North Coast: Too many commercials. Not enough variety.
I say, so what? I like the radio. Hell, I’m a DJ; I should like
the radio.
But I especially like hearing
the radio while I sift through
racks of old polyester vests
and “jersey” T-shirts for long
lost teams like the Los Angeles Rams. (Anyone besides me
remember Jim Everett?)
Of course I picked up that
beauty of a shirt and more at

‘butt

vr rin

something
that everyone
should do at least once, especially if you have more important things to do.
Who really wants to read

about snail migration when
you can dance around singing
“Big Girls Don’t Cry”?
That's what I thought.
Jen McFerrin is the graphics
editor and considers herself an

easy target.
Of whont? She can’t divulge
at the moment. But obviously
enjoys shopping at thrift stores
entirely too much. Writing
about it in detail may be dumb,
but at least she didn’t mention
drinking this week, right?
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Before responding to advertisements
requesting money to be sent or giving

a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumber-

Proceeds go to Student Short-Term
‘
‘Loan Fund.
CHRISTMAS IS ATIME FOR TRADI-

TION: and what better tradition than to
buy a live Christmas tree to bring home
for the holidays! You can purchase your
live tree at the Arcata Holiday Craft Market, Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 8 - 9,

jack is not responsible for the validity of
‘

any offers advertised.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

at the Arcata Community Center. There
will be plenty of beautiful trees avail-

able in a variety of sizes, at the booth
organized and run by the Kids Board
of the Larry McCarty Foundation for

THE END1S NEAR: Release Community super sale. $5 domestics, $7 imports. All other inventory’ 40% off. 1109
11th St. 707-822-6150. Check us out

Kids. The Kids Board will be selling live

trees from the Tree Farm planted by

now at releasecommunity.com

Larry and the kids in 1990 and 1991.
All proceeds will benefit the Larry
McCarty Foundation for Kids.

CHRISTMAS CRAFT MARKET Dec. 8

Center,
& 9 at the Arcata Community

across from HealthSPORT. -

conn

MACINTOSH: PowerMac 7100 with G3
upgrade card, 64 MB RAM, new 4.0 gig
internal hard drive, 56K modem, exter-

nal zip drive. 15” color monitor included.
$500 OBO. E-mailcgb1 @humboidt.edu.

750 WATT ACOUSTIC BASS AMP and

Fender speaker cabinet with new 18”

speaker. $500 OBO. Call 845-0473.

erotica,
SWEET VIBRATIONS:
naughty gifts, gags, novelties, lubricants; lotions, party supplies, videos 3
for $20. 434 Second St., Eureka. Open
daily 11:30 - 6 or by appointment.

com
@ hotmail.
west
Sweetvibrations

and 50 just, that one ‘must grow or

STATE

UNIVERSITY

Fax: (707) 826-5473 ‘_

(707) 826-3341

A

St %

hour. Visa OK, Ask about free demo CD.
825-0746.

MODELS NEEDED: cali 866-689-8997.

THRILLS

LOST/FOUND

ROMANCE FOR YOU! 1-900-226-3759

LOST: black riding helmet, Troxel, in

EXT. 8066. $2.99 min. Must be 18 years.

Arcata. Kevin 826-2902, 822-6972.

Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

OPPORTUNITIES

GIRLS! LIVE! 24 HOURS HOURS A
DAY! Talk one-on-one. Call now 1-900329-9030, ext. 3118. $3.99 min. Must be

WILDERNESS FIRST RESPONDER
course: Center Activities, in association
with the Wilderness Medicine Institute,
is offering a Wilderness First Re-

18 years. Serv-u (619) 645-8434:

WANTED

sponder course Jan. 9-18 on the HSU

instructors, guides, etc. with the knowledge needed to deal with emergencies

TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, inciuding textbooks, daily from 10 — 6. Cash

successful completion by many govern-

10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972. 622-1307.

your choice. Corner of
or trade cred-—it

310-869-0486.

INTERESTED IN PEACE? Begin to
work here at HSU — Join Humboldt
Peacemakers Association: 839-1055.

ing campus reps! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endiesssummertours.com

Nate

eR
Spats

vey! www.money4opinions.com

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida! Book early
and receive free meal plan. Now hir-

January eleventh. Must be
on Duty The Gap — Position is temporary, through
team player. Duties include
over the thanksgiving holiday and be an outgoing,
cashiering. Job pays $6.50/hour or more, DOE.
helpful, but training will be
St. Bernard Catholic School — Some experience is
and boys basketball. Job
Job duties include refereeing for 5th -8th grade girls
20 per game. MonsterTRAK# 101886826 -

Referee,

a stunning CD. Everything you need,
from instruments to an engineer. $20/

$$ Earn $15 — $125 and more per sur-

ment agencies.and outdoor institutions

|OCAL PART-TIME JOBS:

‘Manager
available
sales and

clita

‘provided.
pays $15mee

a

Center — Preferred prior
Chiropractic Assistant, Humboldt Back and Neck Pain
le high volume telephones.
medical office front desk experience an d ability to hand
MonsterTRAK# 101885583
Job pays $6.50/hour Tues & Thurs 8:30 am —- 5 pm.
EER
WANT TO KNOW MO RE? COMEBY THE CAR.
INGS
LIST
JOB
OUR
AT
CENTER AND LOO K

Peace Begins With 2 Smile. -Mother Therese
<>

TOYOTA

~
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° Brokes

(free inspection & estimate)

HONDA

° Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

MAZDA

Loaner

eG VOMEDS

Brought
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CEBNTUR
COP.

REDWOOD

you b
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oe
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AUTOMOTIVE'
FREENODI

Bikes

Available

'

for a few good journalists.In

l1Wod

: addition
to writers and
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« Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems
° Clutches * Engine Overhauls

:

as advanced training for jobs that reLOOKING FOR PRO-CHOICE, pro. quire operation in wilderness settings.
.
more
for
ies
ment, socially tolerant individuActivit
environ
Center
call
Please
information at 826-3357.
als to help secure and inclusive GOP
majority in the U.S.A. Interested? Call
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www.humboldt.edu
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SWEET RECORDING STUDIO: Make

$$ GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!

in remote settings. Certifications upon

CAREER CENTER
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campus. This challenging course is
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designed to provide outdoor leaders,
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UPD FOUND PROPERTY SALE: Dec.
15, Goodwin Forum, 8 a.m. Low, low
prices on everything. High value items
auction at 8:45 a.m. Calculators, cameras, jackets, jewelry and much more.

CAVEAT EMPTOR
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oe
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om eawne

$0 CLASSIFIEDS...

Patna a

dead ecicaditatalitaes aetna

hale

the following posi-

tions
are open:

be familiar
with campus.

COMMUNITY EDITOR - PageMaker knowledge helpful

; must be familiar with community.

COPY CHIEF ~ Must have strong sense of ethics, grammar, AP style.
.
CORY EDITOR - Must have discriminating eye; red pens

provided.

ONLINE ASSISTANT - Graphics, HTML or Adobe GoLive
knowledge heipful
Please call Emi at 826-3271 for information.
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) Mchoss at t 5o p.m. in
eee

in
Meets Thursdays
at 7 p.m.
sat the Y.E.S. House.

Sister
City Club
Meets

fay — Chubritza, 8

Thursdays
at 6 p.m. in

2 South Campus Lounge.

p.m., free.
Sunday — Steve Lloyd, 2
free. .

Hip-Hop Lounge ¢
Pe
Cioti Experience at 8 p.m. in
The Depot.

The concert is a benefit for

4.5

Mokka

the 2002 Arts and Music Festi-

val and Renewable Energy Fair.

sre

Tickets are $8 general and $5

fi, 8:30 pm.
p.m., free.
)

!

Meets Mondays at 5:30 p.m. in

for HSU students. Tickets are

in the MultiCultural Cen

available at The Works, The
_ Metro CDs and Tapes,.and
The

University Ticket Office.

:

.
Concert

|

Puentes

Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

Mike McLaren performs

£.S. House.

sic for peace and human
mony

at 8 p.m.

antasy Games

at Sa

Grounds. The concert is f

Meets Fridays at 6 p.m..in
Founders Hall 177.

Leadership
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No events listed.
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Education
Meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in
the Y.E.S. House. |

oa

BS

BSU
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Event

The Recreation Students As-

suth Educationa

4, Hayden and Bee
gvinohony No. 5.

Goodwin Forum.
The Expo includes

By aes

door
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Concert
and

\
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_

Meets Thursdays at 6

Meets Thursdays at5p.m.in

Nelson Hall East 118.

Nelson Hall East 120.

Asian

GLBTSA
The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual

American

and Transgender Association
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Stuc

Alliance
Meets Wednesdays at 5 -,

meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in
Con.
House 55 pe
ter)
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internatic
Student U

Campus Greens
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buseriadk. Event listing
~ forms are available outside the Lumberjack Ad-

Meets Fridays at 4 p.m. in SI-

ays at 7 p.m. in

KHU
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listings ¢ to
Send
event t listings
end
Robyn Eisenstark c/o The

Latinos
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No events listed.
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Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
the Y.E.S. House.
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slide show. Tickets are $3 at the

CenterArts

¥

p.m.

panms Variations B

sociation presents the Climbing Expo 2001 at 6 p.m. inthe

prizes, food, networking and a

in Siemens Hall 109.
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Meets Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.
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vertising Office or at the
Clubs Office on the sec-

ond floor of the University

Center. Deadline for submissions is 4 p.m. the Friday before desired publication.

Publication cannot be
gvaranteed.
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Sere Design 20 Degee Siepingiags | STARTING ATS]
=
ALL KAYAKS | 10%-50%of
Wire and Araients | 25 % off

PLUS $50) REBATE on new Perception Kata

Mah
You Pack: | SALES QO.96.-

-— Whadded Kayak Carts | 10%off

Se

Engle Creek Pamport Pouches | 30%off
Gramicci Women's Steet Pants | 25 % off

| Werner Quest Whitewater Paddle Reg $208 | NOW$477.95
_ Perception
Sen Passage Touring Paddle Reg $106 | NOW $89.95

<4

SP Pues
i TL

Merrell Men's lungle Sitch Shoes | SALES59.99
BIKE
ALL 2001 BICYCLES
ON CLEARANCE

Selected Demo/Rertal Paddies | 30%-50% off:
Ketai
seconds (New Shipment) | 20% -40% oft
|
|

All 2000 & 2001 Cycling Shoes | 40%off.

SE

‘ANO Gives | 40%off
aniter

DE

5
Pirthe

Cyting stares | 30%of

:

CLIMB

ite,

3

‘ack Diamond Stree Aus Reg $159 | Now $99

Ushba Hogwalier
Pulley / Rescue Tool Reg $150 | Now $4 10)

:

Rock Empire
Quad Cams| STARTINGAT $26.95 |
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